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ABSTRACT

KIRBY, Russell F.

"A Planning Anaiysis for Senior Citizens Housing in the
Urban Environment"

The purpose of the study is twofold. In the first instance

it investigates some of the aspects and processes of aging which

affect the housing circumstances of the elderly and as such require

consideration in the pianning of housing for them as well as some of

the problems whích have been created by the modern urban environmenr.

Secondly, the study examines the issue of housi¡r^r anrì ìrc ralarof,

aspects in the River-Osborne area of Metropolitan Winnípeg to determine

whether the provision of low income housing as it concerns the elderly

in the area is a leqitimate area of concern.

The provision of suitable housing for the elderly requires

that special consideration be given to such aspects as location and

the psychological and social needs of the aged while at the same time

the private market is unable to respond to these requirements. The

study examines the problem, reviews some of the alternatives available

to improve their piight and recommends a number of long-range and

short-term solutions "
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CHAPTER Ï

ÏNTRODUCTÏON

Statement of the Problem

In the years since 1900 there has been a marked increase both in
1

the absolute number and the proportion of the aged in Canada;'

" a trend discernible in all countries which share western
urban civilization. The attainment of relative o1d age by a large
proportion of the human population is a modern invention, an
aftermath of the industrial revolution. Like all new inventions,
it involves accommodation on the part of societv and its members.2

This increase has meant that the proportion of those persons over

the age of 65 has risen from approximately five per cent in 1901 to almost

'I-Sylvia Ostry and Jenny Podoluk, The Economic Status of the
Aqinq, (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1966), p. 1i.

"Any analytical division of the population according to age is
bound to be largely arbitrary. The older population cannot be defined
in purely biological terms: senescence is a gradual process which
varies widely, in its manifestation from individual to individual"
There is no sharp demarcation, at any given chronological age, which
marks the transition of a human being from 'mature' to 'old'. Recog-
nizing all this, one is still forced to choose such a dividinq line for
purposes of analysis. The choice is influenced far less by medical
or physioiogical than by social, cultural and economic considerations.
In societies such as our own, which stress the primacy of market
values, the age of customary withdrawl from the labour market -- the
age at which most men cease to be primarilv engaged in economically
nrndrr¡tirzo ar.tìrzitrr -- iq inni¡allr¡ r'hnqon ac tho ]rnlrndarlT l¡irrrnnn}JIVUqVLTVç UVL!VILJ IJ IV\jlUqtIJ 9IIUÐçII UÐ LIIç UVqlfgUl} UCLVVUEII

mðturity and old age. For this reason in Canada, as in the United
States and most advanced industrial societies, the term 'old popu-
lation' is usually taken to refer to that portion of the population
which has reached or passed the age of 65. "



2

eight per cent in 1961. Further, these developments in Canada over the

past several decades can be expected to continue, as is indicated by the

i9B0 projected figures. 3

As a result of this increase, the elderly now compose a proportion

of the totai population that cannot be ignored, not only because of their

high visibility among us, but because of the character of problems their
Apresence engenders for them and for all members of societv.= In

tr
addition, concern for the elderiy" is in accordance with the general

nattern of oirr r:nlture whìr:h emnhasizes the oblioafion nf tho vôuncl. ahle-v vv rr¡vr¡ v¡tryr _rqL¿vt¿ vr LttE yuurrv / uvru

bodied and productive to protect those who are less fortunate.

The problems faced by the retired person today are largely a result

of three reiatively recent major developments of Western Culture. The

first is progress in medicine and public health which has produced a

large and ever increasing number of persons in the older age groups. The

r)-Philip M. Hauser and Ethet Shanas, "Trends in the Aging
Population", Cawdry's Problems of Aqinq, (ed.) Albert I. Lansing, Third
Edition (Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1952), pp. 96S - 982 .

?"See Figure I - 1" By 1991 the proportion of the aged, 65 years
of age and over, will have begun to decline although their absolute number
w-ill continue to increase.

A=Ollie A. Randall, "Aging in a Modern Society", proceedinqs,
A Report to the Canadian Conference on Aqinq, (Toronto: october, lg66) .

"In order to minimize repetition, a variety of terms are used in
this report to refer to the aging population such as: the eiderly, older
persons, retired population, aged and senior citizens. In each case,
unless the context specifically indicates differently, the reference is
to people who have reached age 65.
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second is the increased use of modern mass production techniques which

has led to compulsory retirement from the iabour force at an arbitrary age,

and third, is the increasing percentage of the total population living in

metropolitan areas. Directiy or indirectly these developments have had

many adverse effects on the aged such as an

and geographical mobiiity which have brouqht

increase in occupational

aho¡lf a nhrzqi¡¡l con¡ratinnevysr s L¿vtr

of families and the breakdown of the three generation family.

Paramount among the problems of the aged in the urban environment,

and closely related to the aforementioned features of Western Culture j-s

the problem of housitg,6 for while significant increases in the number and

nrnnnrFì nn aÍ +1,.l,rLrp\rrLru.u ur r-rre ôÇed have occurred, no commensurate efforts have been

made to meet their increasing housing requirements.

In a sense, the housing problem experienced by many of the

elderly in Canada is merely one consequence of the larger crises that

characterizes Canada's current housing and urban development efforts; the

problems brought about by the presence of a large unsatisfied need for

housing in the face of a limited supply. In any such instance where this

situation exists, it is invariabiy those persons with the lowest incomes

who experience the greatest difficulty in acquiring suitable housinq. This

b
For the purposes of this paper, it is necessary to make a

distinction in the term 'housing'. Unless specified, housing is meant
to refer to all living arrangements of the elderly, including both independ-
ent and institutional type dwellings. Speciallzed forms of housing will
be referred to directly as homes for the aged, nursing homes, etc.



is illustrated in the following statement:

That the costs of shelter have risen so rapídly during the past
thirty months is serious in itself. But the Task Force found that
these cost pressures were at work in, and indeed were intensified
by, a canadÍan housing market suffering from a basic shortage ofstock. By c. M. H. c. estimates, there are about s,s00,000 housing
units in canada to serve a market of some 5,700,000 family and non_
family users. Again according to Corporation figures, at least S00, 000
of those existing units are in a substandard condition. T

As low- incomes are a characteristic extremely prevalent among

the aged, it is frequently this group which experiences the greatest

housing problem. This would appear to be borne out by the relatively

high proportr'on of the aged who have been found to

housing.

occupy substandard

It would appear that the percentage of elderly households
occupying substandard accommodation ín lg6l was 6.6 per cent ofall elderly households when onry 5.6 per cent of all canadian
households occupied such premises. If to this is added some
adjustment for the worn out rooming accommodation where the agedlive in such numbers, particularly in large cities, then it is evident
the elderly inhabit more than their share of the nation's worst
accommodation. ö

Probably more basic a problem however stems from soci€ty's

preoccupation with youth with the result that the aged have failed to be

accepted and recognized as an integral part of the population w-hich has

specialized housing needs" Only when such recognition is granted can the

aged come to enjoy a proportionate share of normal housing production

7r̂(eport oI tn Force on Housin ban D(Ottawa: The Queen's Printer, 1969), p. 14"

B

, (funprior, Ontario: The Ontario
Association of Housing Authorities, 1g64) , p. 6T .
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which w-ould be aimed specifically at their needs "

When the problem of housing the aged is acknowledged, it is

typically seen in a narrow architectural perspective, mainly as a problem

of physical design for safety, comfort and convenience while forgetting

that cities are primarily social organizations and secondariiy physical
n

organizations.' In addition, so much attention is frequently focused

upon resolving the immediate and most serious housing needs that action

is taken without an understanding of the inextricable interrelationships

among the housing, health, economic and social aspects of the under-

l^
iying problem" ru Building housing for old people, while quite a task,

is only part of the probiem of. seeing that they are well housed. Any

benefit to be derived from good housing comes from living in it, not from

its physical existence in the community. 11

Þrrrnnqo ¡nÄ Q¡nna nf l-lra Rt¡rrìrzv Lqsl

.r'r^^ *,,-^^^^ ^.Ê "his stllclv js twofOldMC IJqrPUùU UI LIrrÐ JLUUJ !r Lvvvr In the first instance. the

'1a.es E. Birren, "The Aged in Cities" , The Gerontologist, IX
No. 3 (Autumn, 1969), pp. i63 - 169.

l^ruE. Everett Ashley and M. Carter McFarland, "The Need for
Research Toward Meeting the Housing Needs of the Elderly", Asins
Around the World, Clark Tibbitts and Wilma Donahue (eds.), (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1962) , pp. 303 - 326 .

'tI
--Frances M. Carp, "The Impact of Environment on Old People"

The Gerontoloqist, VII, No. 2 (June, 1967), pp. 106 - 108.



intent is to examine those aspects and processes of aging which are of

significance to the housing circumstances of the elderly and as such

require consideration in the planning of housing for them.

Secondly, the study w-ill examine the issue of housinq and its

relatecl asner:ts in the River-Osborne aa"u12 of Metronnl üan \Minr¡ utuLeu uryuvLo rll Ltle KLVeI-\_/SOOfne AfeA OI lvl_ , .,..tfpeg tO

determine whether the provision of low- income housing, and especially

as it concerns the elderly in the area, is

which to direct the efforts and resources

Community Ecumenical Ministry. 13 It is

factors affect the housing circumstances

income, social and psychological needs

generally low mobility. While not all of

detail, it is nevertheless hoped that the

the most significant of these factors and

fundamentai problems and needs.

a legitimate area of concern in

of the community and the

recognized that many interreiated

of the aged such as levei of

and the iimitations of their

these factors are dealt w-ith in

nresênt stndrz m^\/ rôñôñnr zôrrruJ a çvvvrr t¿ç

thus present an overview cf thei_r

primary geographical
. The iocation and
Chapter IV.

12Thi, particular area w-as chosen ês it is the
area of concern for the community Ecumenical Ministry
features of the River-osborne area will be discussed in

t"Thu 
Community Ecumenical Ministry consists of three churches

in ihe Fort Rouge area acting as a co-ordinated body to aid in bringing
about constructive change with a view- that such changes will bring about
more meaningful and creative lives in the urban society. As a communicator
and educator the Community Ecumenical Ministry is expected to heip enable
individuais or churches to fulfill a Christian obligation to serve in the needs
and changes of society. It is also expected that the Community Ecumenical
Ministry might help individuals or groups from the community iteself to
communicate more effectively to the City of Winnipeg and its decision makers,
the changing needs of a changing community.

SOURCE: Statement of Purpose -- Community Ecumenical Ministry, June, lg6B
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In Chapters I and II of this study an attempt is made to investiq.ate

many of the most significant factors which combine to create the present

housing problems presently experienced. by many elderly persons in urban

areas. Chapter TII discusses general urban development as it has affected

fho acad qo¡manf af ^,,. nan,,l r+L¡rç svçu ÐçvrrrErlL or our popuration as weli as a number of planning concepts

of significance to the aged. Chapter IV provides an analysis of the housinq

circumstances 6f tho alrlo'1-, l^ the River-Osborne area of Metropolitan

Winnipeg with the intention of evaluating its adequacy and within the limits

of the available data, attempts to provide an estimate of need" Given the

nature of the problem in the River-Osborne area, Chapter V discusses the

relative merits of a number of alternatives which could be utilized to

satisfy the deficiencies in the area. In Chapter VI a number of recommend-

êtions are suggested which would, in the opinion of the author, serve to

alleviate the existjncr honqincr '''oblem in the River-Osborne Area.

RELEVANT CONCEPTS

Rationale of Planning Involvement

The fundamental objective of community planning is the conscious

achievement of the best possi-bie surroundings for carrying out the valous

activities of living of the individuals who make up the community.i3 In

view of this objective and the increasing number of aged individuals in

l3cerald A. p, carrothers, pranninq in Manitoba,A study of
Present Practices and Future Prospects of Community planning in the province
of Manitoba, (Winnipeg: 1956) , p. 32.



our communities,

effnrf dosionod t6seu¡Y¡¡v\l e

q

it follow-s that any responsible community pianning

take in all sectors of society must necessarily include

this ornnn. Tho nê-essitv for ¡r:r:orintino for the npods nf the aoed in ourLrrre vrvqy.

nlannìnrr effnrts i s exnressed ìn thc fnlinr¡¡ jnn statement:

If the aged were no different in character and kind from other age
groups, then there would be no need to consider them as a separête
group deserving special consideration in the planning context. But
there is a growing body of evidence that the process of aging in
which there is a gradual attrition of physiological and mental faculties
as well as economic resources, has definite implications for environ-
mental planning. It is an oversimplification to conclude that planning,
¡c if ic nraqanflr¡ ¡nn¡airzaÁ ¿¡d Caffied OUt, Will aUtOmAtiCAljv meetvv¡¡Lrjvgl¡lvgvgL,¡¡gLlvgll]1A

the needs of elderly citizens; if anything, some fresh thinking is required."

The specialized nature of modern cities results in the separation

of many social and economic functions. While the paterns of organization

which emerge may be good for young persons or efficient for commerce and

industry, they have not met the needs of the aged. In this respect,

community planning has done little to contribute to the objectives of social

work and social gerontology which seek to maintain the elderly in an active

self-supporting role, nor to the objectives of community planning itself which

attempts to make possible the accomplishment of activities with the most

comfort and conv"r,i"n.". l5

1¿.* *American Society of Planning Officials, Plannins and an
Aqinq Population, (Chicago: American Society of Planning Officials,
1961), p. 3.

t'a:-r^+l-,^-- ^n ¡it n eevclj.rLJLllclÞ¡ _91l¿. g-!!. ¡ IJ. J-J
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q ôñm ântvvY¡rrv¿rL

It

to

of

10

is in this context that w-e view the problems of the aged in

planning and recognize the need for greater attention to this

fha ¡nmmlrnitr¡ in nllr tntal nlnnnina affnri-eq¡1r11 uvLsr ytsl¡r¡!11v vrrv¡ Lp.

Importance of the Physical and Social Envíronment to the Elderly

As man strives to accommodate the aged, he becomes aw-are of

the infiuence of the environment in two ways.

First, the physical environment determines whether the individual

organisms of a population will indeed enjoy the luxury of aging or will

instead die young.l6 Modern science has by and large overcome many

of the factors whÍch contributed to early deaths i.n past eras. This fact

becomes readily apparent from the steadily increasing proportion of the

aged.

Second, both physical and social environmental factors determine

to a great extent the characteristics of the population that does mature and

age. It has become apparent that old people's dissatisfaction is a realistic

reaction to unfavorable environmental circumstances and that in manv instances

in the past, the introduction of a good physical and social environment has

demonstrated a marked improvement of life setting in a number of respects.

The infiuence of improved physical and social environments
appeared not only in increased satisfaction of residents w-ith their
Iiving situation but also in more favorable attitudes about themselves
and toward others, in signs of improved physical,and mental health,
and in more active and sociabie patterns of life. r/

l6L"roy E . Duncan,
VIII, (Summer, t96B), pp. B0

lTCurp, loc. cit.

"E¡nlncrrz and Arrinnrr Tho êornnfnln¡ief¿¡v !¿¡l:l / ¿rrv vv¡v¿¡Lvrvv¿sL,
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The physical environment of the older person assumes greater

imnortanco as ho hooine fo qrrffor imnairad hoalfh ¡nnn'i tinn ¡nÁuq r¡9urLrr / vvvlltLtvf ¡ s1¡v

personal and social adjustment, and thus becomes subject to directives

from environmental objects which in earlier life he would have minimized.

Old age or its limitations reduces the range of activities available to the

individual so that his instrumental behavior rnay become less satisfactory

in attaining appropriate goals, such as housing, proper food and social

contact. This greater susceptibility of older people to environmental

effects clearly points to the importance of a desirable physical

envlronment.

In the field of health for example, there is now agreement

amongst almost aIl geriatricians ês to the close relationship between the
'rQ

environment and health.'" It is well known that as persons age, a

number of chronic diseases are accumulated. The aged are frequently

able to get along with them how-ever until distress is encountered.

Obvious deterioration of the physical and mental capacities is frequently

observed in the aged approaching the retirement crisis, who more and

more frequently experience the loss of close friends and family, and in

general those encountering a shrinking iife space. 19

17'' M. Powell Law-ton and
Relationshins in ITnnqinr-r fnr fharv¡ Lr¡u

(Summer, 1968), pp. 108 - 115.

Rnnn i a Qì-n^ "The Er:oloov of SOCialuv¡¡r¡¡v vr¡llvrr, ¿rrç !vvrvv J vr U\

Elderly", The Gerontologist, VIII,

I/

lBwil.u Donahue (ed.
of Michigan Press, 19 54) .

1q_."The life space of an
n¡¡t¡nioq nhrzqi¡ellr¡ cn¡i¡ìlr¡rlvsr¡1 , rvvru¿¡J

\ rt
/ , llousrng tne /\glng/

individual is that part
and nqrz¡hnìnai¡¡l lrz!vur¡J '

(Ann Arbor: University

of the r:itv a nerson
Rirro- lna ¡it¡ _illJ_. _Y_il-i
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The reduced competence of the aged in dealing with the environ-

ment both physical and social, therefore has obvious significance for

those involved in the planning of communities, buildings and institutions

for the e1derly.

Heterogenity of the Aged

In discussing the problems and needs of the aged, there is a

frequent tendency to treat them as a homogeneous group. However, the

aged population is just as diverse in economic status, physical cap-

abilities and general personality attributes as are younger generations.

This basic fact of heterogenity as it relates to housing has been well

expressed in the followíng quotation: -

The aged are a very varied and diverse group. They have every
kind of need, they have every kind of problem, they are everywhere.
They also have every kind of housÍng problem and every kind of
housing need. The problem is not one of separating the aged from
the rest of us or miximg them up with the rest of us. The problem
is not one of pubiic versus private housing. It is not a matter of
individual homes or apartments. AII of these are important parts
of the total need" There is room for and market for everv one ofo^
these . o "

The recognition of the diversity among the aged is essential to

the intelligent solution of their problems and an understanding of their

impact on the community.

In many ways, the problems and needs of the aged are the same

20 ".-"Alexander Kira, "\Mhêt Buyers Want in the House Itself",
Builde_r's Guide to the Retirement Home Market, Section II (Tacoma,
Washington: The Douglas Fir Plywood Association, 1961), p. I.
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as any other group in the community. Elderly people experience ordinary

human needs such as food, shelter, emotionally significant social

contacts, an occupation that will give him pride and confidence and the

feeling of being a valued member of his social group. ln some degree

they must be met in special ways, for a child's needs, the same in kind

as an adult's, must in their solution, take into account fact of childhood,

and the needs of the aged must be met in ways which consider the facts
t1

of aqe. "

As an individual ages, he passes from the state of independent

¡nmna'l-an¡a tn inr.:rp^sìnr^r flenandenCe On OthefS. Beoinnino snmc'^?h^F^vvr¡ryu Lvr¡v9 9su r¡¡Y uuyuf ¡vu¿rvç vrr vLt¡çr È è uuv ¿rrrr¿rIv Ðvlllgvv lIçI E

in mid-life, there is a tendency to change place of residence when

children are grown and have left the household" There is no precise

point, however when one can be said to be dealing with an aged

population. The progression of changes from complete independence to

very restricted dependence proceeds at individual rates.22 Recognizing

that discussion of the problems and needs of the elderly must necessarily

refer to the modal case, the following chapter will attempt to point out

the things which become important in the process of aging which are of

significance to the planning of the urban environment and particularly

housing for the aged.

2lEIirub"th Govan, The Needs of the Aqed, Central Mortgage and
Housing Corporation, (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer, 195I), p. S.

22
Birren, loc. cit.



CHAPTER II

CHARACTERTSTICS, PROBLEMS AND NEEDS
OF THE ELDERLY

ConCern fnr fho ¡aorì ^^.1 Êqnêr.lialìr¡ mnÁ9¡6 gefontology began

with research on the biological processes of aging, with the objectives

of extending the length of life and improving the health and visor of the

adrìad \zô^rc Tìr,ri^^ +L^ ^a ñ+ +r,uuuçu rçurÐ. rurlng rne pasr twenty to twenty-five years, however

there has been a growing awareness and concern with the impact of

longevity on the older person himserf and on society as a whole.

Accordingly, research on the social aspects of aging was begun which

resulted in the related discÍpline of social gerontoiogy.23

One of the primary objectives of social gerontology is to promote

the continued involvement and independence of the aged in the community

as long as possible by fÍnding new opportunities and social roles to

replace those that are outlived as age advances. It is evident that how

successful this will be will depend to a great extent on the nature of the

)?-" social gerontology is concerned with three broad areas of
knowledge:

(1) tne nðture and influence of societal attitudes, events and
behavior on older people;

(Z) ttre social behavior of the individual as he grows older and of
older people as an identifiable element of the population; and,

(3) societal adaptations to the increasing numbers of againg and
aged adults "

clark Tibbitts, "some sociai Aspects of Gerontology,', The
Gerontoloqisl, VIII (Summer, lg6B), pp. l3l - 134.

T4
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rêi^ti.ìnehinc hotr,rzaen tho anorì and qn¡iatrz and oqnor.iallr¡ fha ¡nnrn¡¡hv9y9v¿91¡/Ll¡9uyylvuvrl

that society takes towards old age with regard to community services.

Most planning for older people has proceeded from the assumptíon
that the later stages of life are marked by increasing withdraw-I,
denrirzafinn dcnonr!ênr.rv and fho noad fnr r-r¡lirlanr-o anrì nrnf4CtiOn --.."¡ 

i,i* 
!v¡ Y qtgg¿¡vv gl¡u y¡ vLl

a noaafirzo r¡iarn¡ ¡f ani'¡n L1

In recent years there has been a transformation in social attitudes

regardíng services for the aged.

The combined effect of science and conscience has worked w-hat
has been termed a'geriatric revolution' in approaches to old age.
Basically, the new- approach emphasizes_ the potentialities rather
than the iimitations of the later vears.¿Ð

Among the most important aspects of society experiencing this

change in approach has been the concept of housing for the aged. Past

generations tended to regard housing simply as clean warm shelter.

More recently, however housing for the aged has come to be regarded as

an additional service designed to heip môintain the aged in the mainstream

of life.

For those charged with providing for the care of the aged in a

modern institutional setting, this change in philosophy has meant that

responsibili.ty for the individual well-being of residents must inciude

more than meeting the basic physical needs for food, shelter, safety

1A- 'Jþid.

25^"-Sociai Planning Council of Metropolitan Toronto, Report of Study
Committee on Homes for the Aqed, Part I - Present Facilities, Programs
and Needs. (Toronto; 1963), pp. 3 - 5. (Mimeographed) .
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and convenrence.

In order to achieve the objectives of providing suitable

accommodation for the aged, it is now recognized that a necessary

prerequisite is a basic understanding of the needs and abilities of the

anod tho rranora l nrncesses of Ar^r'i no and fhe factors which influenceuvçu, Lrru vv¡¡v¿ur yrvuçoreÐ vr sìr¿r¡:,, e¿rs

the types of problems, the extent of problems and the possible solutions

,^
to probiems facing any individual community.""

In general, three groups of factors should be considered in

defining the problem that exists in any partj-cular community:

1. general factors which influence the type of relatíonship and

degree of adaptation that the aged are able to enjoy such

as role chanqes from work to retirement which occur in the

lives of the aged; the role that relatives play in their lives;

and the tendency of the aged to continue patterns of

.-.'ômm¡n.itv ',-^ r¡zl'i¡l.r +harr fg¡¡¡ eaflief in theif liVeS.r tlÞu vvtrturr Ltrçy

2. specific characteristics of communities and their populations,

and

3. legal and planning concepts which have implications for the

aged such as building codes, zoning by-laws and master plans.

/^'"Marilyn Langford, Community Aspects of Housing for the Aqed,

Research Report No. 5 (Ithaca, New York: Center for Housing and
Environmental Studies, Cornell University, 1962).
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While it is beyond the scope of this study to comprehensively

analyse aII of the foregoing factors, the foilow-ing discussion is intended

to demonstrate a number of problems that are generally characteristic of

aging persons, and which have special signifícance to their housing

circumstances. In Chapter IV a more specific analysis of some of the

problems peculiar to the elderly in the River-Osborne area of Fort Rouge

w-ill be dÍscussed.

Economic Status of the Elderlv

Probably the most basic problem relating to the housing

circumstances of the aged is their generally poor economic position. ïn

most communities, those suffering from the worst dimensions of the

housing problem, such as the relatively high cost of standard housing,

blighted structures in blighted iocations, and the consequences of an

imbalance in supply and demand are those social groups with the lowest

income.27 As the elderly frequently occupy a disproportionately large

percentage in the lowest income categories, they are often the most

vulnerable to the deficiencies of a housíng program. In Canada, this

situation is no less true. The relatively poor economic position of the

elderlv is demonqtratod ìn Annondix A.vrsv¡¿J r¡¡ ¿¡yyu¡¡\

Income flow-s go to individuals in their capacities as workers,

97"'R. B. Andrews, "Housing for the Elderly: Aspects of lts
Central Problem", The Gerontoloqist, III (September, 1963), pp. 110 - 116.
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investors or pensioners. As the greatest proportion of an individual's

income comes from employment, it is not surprising that those over the

age 65 are plagued by low-er than average incomes, given the constantly

decl jnincr narf ir:jnatinn ratas nf the labour for"".2BvçvMItlIV }Jua L!v

A number of factors have coniributed to the decline of the older

worker in the labour force such as the operation of the labour market,

lack of skills needed to compete in a rapidly changing economy and

the social and educational pattern of modern society which is youih-

oriented and directed with an inevitable Iessening of attention to the

neecjs ancl notentiai of oider w-orkers.

Although it is generally agreed that education of the public

roc¡rdin¡ tho oldarlr¡ aq r,r¡oll as ratraininrt nf the acred in lafer starros ofIçVqMl¡V Lrrç UruçIIy qJ vvçrr ur IçL¡gr¿¡rllv vt Llrç

life would improve the chances of continued employment if desÍred,

these measures could not be considered a cure-all by any means since

continued participation in the regular work force appeal to only betw-een

one-sixth and one-fifth of the older population, of which a majority seem

to prefer to work on theír own terms and to reduce the amount of tÍme

Jq
and enerqv devoted to it.""

Further aggravating theæonomic problem of the elderly is the

2B
See Table 2 - L, Presentation of the Canadian Department

Labour to the Senate Special Committee on Agíng.

29rinnitts, toc. cit.

of
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TABLE 2 _ I

THE PARTTC]PATION RATES
LABOUR FORCE* BY

ANNUAL AVERAGES,

OF THE CANADIAN
AGE AND SEX

IN PERCENTAGES

1950 19 54 1956 1960 1961 1962 1963

MALE

14_ L9

20-24
25-34
Qtr, - A/luv ==

45-54
55-64
65+

Ail A¡ac

T4- T9

20-24
25-34
aq _ /1 Auu l=

45-54
55 - 64
65+

Àii Anoc

q? n

96"9
98. I
96.0
86. B

40"4

84. 0

33. 0

46.4
24.0
20.5
18.9

4.2

23 "2

50.2
ocn

97 "3
95.6
85.4

82 "2

33.6

46.6
24.4
22. L

2t. r
14"0
27

23 "7

48. I
9r.7
97 "6

96.0
86"4

34. I
OL"L

43. 0
o1 C

07 0

a'7 '7

96.4
86.B

30 "2
BO. B

40.5
90 "7

97 .6
a'7 '7

95"8
86.6
ta 1

BO. B

32.4

48. B

28.T
30. I
32.2
23 "2

28 "B

ao n

97.6
07a

86 " I
tA /l

"74 .l

31.0

49 "7
28 .3

2I.0

23 .8
qq

29 "r

?o at

BB.9

97.6
o'/ a

96.0
86. 0

26 "3
7B"B

29 "9

50.0
29.2
3r.7
34.7
24.7

29.6

FEMALE

?? o

47 .I
25.L
23.8
24.4
15.9

AË.

24 "9

32 "6
48. I
27 "3
co A

30.4
2L.2

qq

28 .0

*Labour Force - The civilian labour force is composed of that
portion of the civilian non-institutional population 14 years of age and
over who, during the reference week, were employed or unemployed. The
participation rates are calculated on that basis.

SOURCE: Dominion Bureau of Statj-stics, "Labour Force Survey" publication
from the Special Surveys Division,
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fact that many were in the labour force in periods of difficult economic

conditions making it particularly hard to make provisions for their later

years through various forms of s.vi.rgs.30

The presence of the foregoing factors have therefore created

considerable financial problems for the elderly which have had a

subsequent adverse effect on their housing situation. Whiie the number

of elderly in the population structure has increased, the great

proportion of housing built in recent years has consisted of three

bedroom houses and modern high-rise apartment buildings. Neither

provides a satisfactory solution for the housing problem of the aged

person with a low income. The houses are too big; both houses and

apartments are too expensive.

Social and Psychological Characteristics and Housing Needs

As previously stated in this study, it is now recognized that care

for the aged must be extended to provide more than sufficient food and

shelter in order to maximíze the life satisfaction of the aged. This

point is clearly made in the following statement:

Security is an important factor in happiness at any age -- not
indeed the greatest factor, but one which underlies most of the
other needs. In older people these include a valid purpose in

30
Earnings, whether measured in current dollars or in real terms,

were much lower than those which exist in the 1960's. This would
suggest that the growth of real income in Canada has been concentrated
in the period since 1951, too late to have benefited most elderly
persons.
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?r
Iife, "' the respect of fellow beings for their personalities, some
voice in ordering theÍr own lives and an ability to exercise the
right of choice. Such other rights as privacy and the enjoyment
of personal possessions (botfr of which are sometimes denied to
nid nannlo iiving under institutional conditions) are included inv¿v yvvlJ¿v f-v¡¿¡Y 

1O

the right of respect for personality.'o

Indeed, it has been found that the decline of moraLe in old age

is strongly related to exclusion from activities which provide achievement,

status and. recognition.33 For the elderly, however opportunities for

such activities have become extremely scarce. It is a paradox of

progress that while one of the fundamental aims of society has been to

prolong life with the maximum of human dignity, older persons are

retiring younger from a social system which assigns its highest values

EA
to reproduction and contribution to economic production" "= Whiie the

greatly increased amount of leisr:re time brought about by earlier

retirement has been welcomed by far the majority of older workers, it has

31_- -4. H" Maslow in discussing human motivation has described a
hierarchical organization of human needs. After food, safety, love and
self-respect, is the need for seif-realization. This includes what is
ordinariiy called the mastery motive, as well as creativity, for he is
emphasizing accomplishment and achievement as well as invention. It
is man's striving to express himself most completely.

Ethel Sabin Smith, The Dynamics of Aqinq, (New York: W. W.
Norton & Company, Inc., 1956).

ôô
"'Robert H. Binstock, "\Mhat Sets the Goals of Community

Planning for the Agins?", The Gelontoloqist, VII (March, 1967), pp. 44 - 46"

??""Charlotte Buhler, "Meaningful Living in the Mature Years", Agins
and Leisure, Robert Kleemeir (ed.), (New York: Oxford University Press,
1961).

34ribbittr, loc. c:!1.
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nevertheless created significant problems by depriving them of one of

society's most fundamental and valued roles.

When society has provided a mutually supportive relationship

l-rarr¡¡aan ¡zarrrh -.nd its elders such as in the rural aorarian sor':iefv of theJ vuLrr u¡ru tLÐ çruçr Ð ùuull aÞ IlI LIIU I Lll cl_ *v-

nasf r¡r-hora it is oonoralir¡ ¡nnnodad that innn l ifo ^^o^Ä l^õô ^f¡:urL, vvrrçrç !L ¿v ì, _,fg poliee ICSS OI a

problem, old age security has had its finest foundation. This is

unfortunately not the case in the predominantiy urban, industrialized

western society, however. In a highly Iiterate, progressive and

ranidirz ¡hanr'rinc qn¡iatrz qrr¡lr a<ruylury urrq¡r9!119 rvv!eLJ Ðuv¡¡ qi ours, knowledge and skilis acquired

in early adulthood become quickly outmoded. Because of the vast

differences in the knowledge and experience of young peopie today and

that of their elderly parents, it is difficult to achieve and sustain a

common bond of interest and understanding.35 Given this situation

it is difficult for the young to regard the old as having the responsibility

and authority they were once considered to have.

Moreover, the effect of living through a period of life which

is characterized by declining health, mobility and the frequent

loss of a spouse further contribute to an atrophy of social roles and a

3Scanadian welfare council, Housing and Related services
for the Aged, At Home After 65, (Ottawa: 1964) ,



?Â
shrinkage of primary groups. "" For the

r-:risis as thev endeavour to continue in

which is not only youth oriented but in

and middle age into the later years.

'¿ó

¡noj fho racrllf i ¡ =n iÄnn+i*r¡qVUq, LIIç IçÐuIL IÞ CllI TUETILILy

an economic and social system

fact extends the norms of youth

27
As the aged become 'disengaged'"' and relinquish the roles

considered important by themselves and the rest of society, their status

and seif-estimation are adversely affected. It has become apparent that

to restore and maintain the aged in a position of dignity a necessary

prerequisite is the creation of more socially accepted and meaningful

activity to replace their former roles or alternately a changing value

system more receptive to and in harmony with leisure and retirement.

As the aged attempt to readjust in the later stages of life to

their diminishing life space, the role of housing assumes heightened

3GIr.rirrg Rosow, "Retirement Housing and Social Integration" ,

The Gerontoloqist, Vol. I, No. 2 (June, 1961), pp. 85 - 91"

37withi., the past decade the term disengagement has become
a familiar one in gerontology. Coined by Elaine Cumming and William/-^^-\ .,Henry (1961), they state that:

The reduction in the number and quality of social interrelations in
successive age groups of older persons, contend that with increasing
age beyond maturity there is an increasing tendency for the individual
to withdraw from social relationships, to conserve his energies, and
to reduce his life space.

This they contend is both a social and a personal process. It is a

social process in that society, its institutions and organizations,
tends to disengage or to exclude the older person in order to make
room for vigorous, younger people and thus to avoid its own obsolesence"
On the other hand, the individual feeling the strain and difficulty in
keeping up with the pace of society, tends himself to withdraw. Thus
the dÍsengagement process is a mutural one"

Robert W. Kleemeir, "Leisure and Disengagement in Retirement",
The Gerontoloqist, IV (December, 1964), pp. 180 - 184.
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importance. If the basic social needs of the aged are understood, then

housing can assume the role of a catalyst for related programs and

services that allow a community to create the mechanism that will permit

senior citizens to assume roles during retirement that are as meaningful

?Q
and full of purpose as the earlier years of earning and family rearing.""

Walter Beattie has pointed out that in order to assist in the undertaking

of these roles, we have to assess the aging process as it affects

individuals and familíes .

We are concerned with the changes of aging as they interfere with
or impinge upon the ability of individuals and families to be self-
reliant, to make choices and to participate and contrÍbute to the
broader social life of the community" Too often we have provided
a service or planned a community program for older persons as ends
in themselves. For example, our concept may be the provision
of safe and adequate housing for the aged individual. While good in
itself, ít is a static concept and fails to consider immediate short
range goals as these are placed in the broader context of long- term
goals. Aging is a dynamic concept predicated upon our knowledge
of change brought about by the process inherent in growing old.
Specific housing needs of older persons must be in the broader
context of providing networks of living arrangements and services
*n nrnmnr^ alternatives of choice based upon present and predictableL(J yI Urlrv Lç q¡ Lg¡ ¡Iu Lr v ç Ð vr ve s vv qxJ vl

changing individual requirements and preferences. rv

Lj.fe can be lived meaningfutly in a number of different ways for

the older person. While some prefer passive participation, perhaps Iiving

3B- -tvlarre C. McGuire, "Unique Aspects of Aging in a Metropolis:
Our Senior Citizens -- Oldies but Goodies", Address given at the Annual
Meeting of the Central Bureau for the Jewish Aged (New York: December,

- ^ ^ -\14, M/). Nlrmeograpneo.

" "Jero.e l(aplan, "Appraising
of Providing Gerontological Services"
i967), pp. 220 - 223.

the Traditional Organizational Basis
, The Gerontoloqist, VII (September,
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the role of a snectator or vicariouslv throuoh the lives of other neonle --vLrr9¡ fJUvìJrç

OtherS maV nrefef tO remain oncr¡^^Ä i- -^*^ f^-r nf a¡tirz.itrz ¡q IvLrrç¡r rrrq/ yrÇrL- -,,:rJgeU tIÌ SOme IOff.. -- -Ong aS

nossihlo- Tho rlê.rrêê to r¡¡hinh tho oldoriv 
^rê 

ahlp fn rìrrrqnê fho qfrzlosuvf vu Lv vvrllur¡ Lr¿ç çrvurrJ sru uvÀ9 Lv yur Juç LrlÇ JL)/rU

of Iife best suited to their needs then is largely determined by the unit

in w-hich he lives and the neighborhood surrounding it. It has been found

that the social needs and resulting housi-ng requirements of the older

population vary widely according to nationalÍty, background and living
40

habits.- Thus, completely planned housÍng arrangements must

necessarily take into account the activity patterns and aspects of life

w-hich are most important to the group concerned.

Despite the fact that it is now accepted that the housing and

environmental components of the aged should be designed to contribute

to or reinforce the role of the aged, there has generally been a lack of

agreement as to how this should be accomplished.

Gerontologists and practitioners are convÍnced that neighbors of
different ages develop viable social relations and mutual support.
They also believe that such friendship sustains older people's
morðIe, youthfulness and independence. Therefore, they conclude
residential integration of the generations should maximize the
so.'ìal intarrretinn nf fho anaÄ 4IÐvvlat rrrLEVr uLlvrl vr Lttg ugCq 

"

AA='Elaine Frieden, " social Differences and Their consequences
for Housing the Aged", Journal of the American Institute of Planners.
May, 1960.

41*='Irviitg Rosow, "Loca1 Concentrations of Aged and Intergenerational
Friendships", Ase with a Future, P. Hansen (ed.). iroceedings of the Sixth
ïnternational Congress of Gerontology, copenhagen, 1903. (phitadelphia:
F" A. Davis Company, i964), pp, 478 - 483.
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Conversely, it is held that the worst possible attitude toward

nld aoc is fo reoard fhp ar^red âs ô sêcrreoaterJ r^rrônn. r:ondemned to live inv¿v ev vY s Lvs / vv¡¡sv¡¡¡

desolate idieness and relieved only by the presence of others in a similar
ACplight.=' Not only do segregated and isolated patterns seem undemocratic

and demoralizing to the proponents of this view, but presumably intensify

the alienation process of the aged as well.

This position, however is contrary to social theory and in fact

inconsistent with the findings of a study carried out by Dr. Irving Rosow"

Tn hìs sfuclv- it was demonstrated:, *" '

The data is c1ear. There is a highiy selective association pattern
in which older people overwhelmingly have older friends. In the
working class, the proportion of aged friends,is Bl per cent in the
Normal and 96 per cent in the Dens" grorp".43 In the middle class,
the proportion rises from 51 per cent of the Normal to 7 6 per cent of
the Concentrated and B4 per cent of the Dense groups. In most cases,
the majority of friends (over three-fourths) are old people. But even
in the middle class Normal area with only about 12 per cent aged
households, over half the friends are older rather than younger people.
The modal class bhows a sharp rise in proportion of old friends
accordingly to increasing opportunity, or with the growth of the
potential friendship group. They exploit the potential as it increases and
age selectivity becomes inordinately high. The same is true for the
working class. Thus, these data document a strong barrier between
generations which propinquity does not dispel, so that people establish

L)-"Lewis Mumford, "Not Segregation But Integration" , A¡çhltçglgral
Ro¡nrd J\/l¡rz lqqÂ n lql

ljYj¿ltllal rv¡sJ 
' 

rJvv' IJe

43--Normal is the typical urban area of all age groups, with old
people scattered through it almost randomly in numbers proportional to
their part of the total population.

Dense groups are segregated with a disproportionate concentration
of older people embedded in a larger community.

Rosow , loc. cit "
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friendships selectively with age group..44

From these two diverse viewpoints, it is obvious that no

annqiqtont hnjrz nf nnini6n o.ziqtq nrnhahlrz ho¡ã"c^ ^f *lra l'r¡lnr.r ----use ur Lile lleLerOgeneOUS

characteristics and desires of the aged as well as the extreme positÍon

taken by the proponents of integration and segregation. Recently writers

have expressed a modified viewpoint, stressing individuai differences in

the degree of segregatíon which is desirable and making a distínction

between insulation and isolation. Rosow, for example, has postulated

four conditions under which the aged may be socially integrated into

normal neighborhoods, These factors are: Iong-term residency; stable,

unchanging neighborhood; social homogeneity; and primary groups of

friends, relatives, family, neighbors relatively intact. For those

without these social ties (the group for which he believes there is a

housing problem), he advocates a concentration of older people in the

community -- a concentration which is insulated from rather than separated

from the communitv.4S

One of the most interesting concepts designed to achieve some

of the social benefits of congregate housing while maintaining the aged in

community life has been coined'proximate housing' by social gerontologists.

AA==Social theory indicates that informal association develops
around similar statuses of which age is one powerful factor. Consequently,
social structure reinforces age grading, erects barriers to inter-generational
relations and focuses friendship within age groups. Accordingly, residential
proximity shouid not integrate the old and the young. Local friendships
should develop much more within rather than between generations; old people
are more likely to have friends of their own age than younger.

Rosow, Ioc " cit.
45-Kosow, "Retirement Housing and Social Integratiorl", PP. B5 - 91.
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Groups of dwelling units in urban areas reserved exclusively for older

persons would offer otder people j.ndependent li-ving in reasonable

proximity to younger families, Through their grouping or concentration

near the community and its services, they simpiify some of the problems

of meeting the needs of older people.

one of the most common notions held of the aged in the urban

AA

environment is that they are frequently lonely and isolated'="

It has been established that isolation and loneliness do not

A1

necessarily result from living aloneo'but rather from a physical inability

to continue their living pattern. Accordingly, Townsend found the most

loneliness among those with the most disrupted lives such as the

AA*tlsolation is defined as the process, allowing of objective
observation, of the gradual diminishing of the number of an individual's
social contacts. This will occur by the decrease of the number of his
contemporaries (external isolation) as well as, in the aged, by fewer
opportunities to keep up existing social contacts (internal isoiation)'
For this reason, isolation is an ever advancing process, to be distinguished
from the state of being isolated"

Loneliness is a feeling and for that reason something personal,
in ¡mhir:h an aoed individual has a vague Sense of being alone and is

v¿¡ ey v!

dissatisfied about the nature of his contacts.

Insulation is the separation of age groups from other contact,
not by physical separation but rather by concentrating similar age groups

in one vicinity, thus insulating them from a larger community.

Joep M. A. Munnichs, "Loneliness, Isolation and Social
Relations in Old Age", Aqe \,Yith a-Future, P. Hansen (ed.), Proceedings

of the Sù<th International Congress of Gerontology, Copenhagen, 1963,
(philadetphis: F. A. Davis Company, 1964), pp. 484 - 491'

47='The most salient fact emerging from studies regarding housing
for the aged is the almost universal desire for continued independence ín

living arrangements; a related concept of privacy is also believed to be

of considerable imPortance.
Robert L. Wiiso¡, Urban Livinq-Qualitie-s from the Vantaae Point

of the Elderly, Urban Studies Research Paper of the Institute for Research

in Social Science, Universíty of North Carolina. (Chapei Hill: 1966) '
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widowed and infirm.48

Given this situation, it would appear from Rosow's findings that

intelligently designed segregated housÍng such as senior citizens homes

and./or heavy residential concentrations which afford some measure of

independence and privacy could serve to satisfy basic social needs of the

aged by providing increased opportunities for the elderly to associate with

their peers 
"

This is not to suggest that congregate living arrangements will

sarìsfv fhe neerls nf all the aoed. Individual variations in the capacitiesÐuLrprl Lt¡u r¡uvve L!¿v sYv!

and style of iife as weII the fact that old age extends over tw-enty to thirty

years clearly points to the necessity of a variety of living arrangements.

Nor does this suggest that the aged should not be afforded the opportunity

to interact with the rest of society or that senior citizens housing should

be constructed on such a scale that they become stigmatized but only

that criticisms levelled at residential segregation as a solution for housing

the aged has, on principle alone, been largely unjustified.

In addition to the integration role played by residential segregation,

a number of other positive functions have been suggested as weli:

l " Significant economic gains are feasible in the volume of both

housing and special services which might be provided.49

4Bp"tu, Townsend, Family Life of Old People, (London: Routledge
& Kegan Paul, 1957) "

AO='Rosow, loc. cit.
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One of the most disturbing occurrences in the Iife of the aged is

the loss of friends through migration, ill-health or death" The

concentration of people with common status and problems and

with similar life experience and perspectives therefore maximizes

the opportunity for new friendships and thus reduces the shrinkage

in life space occasioned by factors other than one's own increased

physical incapacÍties .

The adaptation to a new set of roles which emphasizes and

sanctions leisure rather than work may be eased by the participation

of the elderly in a social system in which many others are undergoing

50
the same role transition.

Physical Changes in the Eide{lY

Of ail the factors associated with aging, physical change of the

body probably is least subject to controi by the individual involved. In

that sense, then, these are the most fundamental characteristics of aging. r 
j

While changes in aged persons are gradual and vary considerably between

individuals, student,s of aging have attempted to Ídentify changes in the

human body which generally take place as aging progresses. Carlson

50-"Gordon L" Bultena and
Community: Bane or Blessing ? "
(Apri], 1969), pp. 209 - 2I7 "

Vivian Wood, "The American Retirement
, Tournal of Gerontoloqv, Vol " 24, No. 2

r1
- -Wilson , Ioc . cit.
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Stieglitz identified the following significant changes in the human body:

I . Gradual tissue desiccation.

2. Gradual retardation of cell division, capacity for cell growth

and tissue repair.

3. Gradual retardation of the rate of tj.ssue oxidation (lowering

of the speed of living, or, in technÍcal terms, the metabolic

rate) .

4. Cellular atrophy, degeneration, increased cell pigmentation

and fatty infiltration.

5. Gradual decrease in tissue elasticity and degenerative changes

in the elastic connective tissues of the bodv.

6. Decreased speed, strength and endurance of neuro-muscular

reactions.

7 . Progiressive degeneration and atrophy of the nervous system,

impairment of vision, of hearing, of attention, of memory and

of mental endurance.

B. Gradual impairment of the mechanismswhich maíntain a fairly

constant internal environment for the cells and tissues ( a

process knownas homeostasis). It is evident that sufficient

r¡¡aaÞanin^ nf ânv one of fhc numerous links in the r:omnlox:, vr u¿¡J vrr9 vr Ltrç ¡¿qIIlçr vuÐ I¿IINÐ rr¡ Llr9 vvttlylç^

^^ ^f L¡,r.,..uÞÐ (Jr rlomeostasis produces deterioration" 52

52"'"Anton J. carlson and Edward J" stieglitz, "physiological changes
in Aging", Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sr':jcnr-:o

lunuury, ir '
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influence on the Iiving arrangements

elderlv oenerallv exnerience at leastçrsç¡ ¡1 v ur¡vr

usuallv able to maintain themselvessesY.¡É1
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7 nl¡r¡ìnnqlr¡ harzo fha oroatestMV TVUJTJ L!¡v Y¡

of the aged and although most

some of these changes, theY are

53
in independent living arrangements.

For the purposes of this analysis therefore, it is sufficient to note that

in the planning of an environment designed to meet the needs of the aged,

these changes must be kePt in mind.

The Function of Housing for the Elderly

In recent years there has been a growing awareness that in

providing community services for the aged, there is a need to change

from the altruistic attitudes of the past towards the aging to the

realization that old age is inevitable and that services should be viewed

as a normal need for a particular portion of society. Within the range of

services provided for other age groups, special consideration should be

given the elderly"

In the field of medicine, for example, Jane Hoey has suggested

that "we must strengthen preventative and curative health services for

all age groups and that within the framework of our total health services,
trA

we must develop special heaith services for the agied. " "= Consistent

t3clur,n H. Beyer and Sy1via G. WahL, The Elderlv and Their
HousÍns, Center for Housing and Environmental Studies, Bulletin 989,
(Ithaca, New York: Cornell University, 1963), p. 4I.

54
lane M. Hoey, "The Need for Community Services to the Aged"

Housinq the Aqed, Wilma Donahue (ed.), (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1954) , pp. 226 - 235 '
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with this phiiosophy, modern geriatrics has put much emphasis on the

values of milieu therapy and rehabilitation of aging patients in the home.

However, this type of care presupposes extended medical services

outside of normal clinics and hospitals; a feature largely absent from

most communities.

Due to the low mobility of the aged, the location of community

services becomes extremely critical in the later years. "The ease with

which a person can get to church, can shop at the corner, or can find

recreational facilities will probably determíne how much he will use

them, particularly as he grows older. " 55

When the means are not available to bring together the elderly

and those services designed for them -- the effect is the same as if those

facilities were not available at all. This is not to suggest that it; is

possible or in fact desirable to integrate all residential senior citizens

housing with the required community facilities. "In general, Iocation of

residence w-ithin the city and accessibility of services should be gauged

to our developed systems of communication and to the techniques and the

qÂ

characteristic speeds of today's transportation ' " ""

In the past, in countries of western culture, the conception of

housing for older persons was very limited. At first it was confined almost

5bW. Vivrett, ''Housing and Community Settings for Older People",
in C. Tibbitts (ed"), Haqdbook of Socia1 Gerontoloqv, (Chicago: University
of Chicaqo Press, 1960) .

I l-\ral
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entirely to the indigent aging who had either no kinfolk or none who

w-ould take them into their homes. The almshouse or poorfarm provided

by the community was the place of last resort and no return.57

More recently, however homes for the aged as well as other

more specialized institutional types of housing for the elderly have been

qQ
perceived ðs a true part of the continuum of health and welfare facilities.""

ThÍs concept of housing for the aged necessarily implies the

integration of physical and social planning, an objective which has in

the past proven extraordinarily difficult to achieve. The difficulties

inherent in achieving common social and physical objectives are expressed

in the following statement regarding low income housing.

Whiie it has by now become a commonplace to observe that
low-income housing involves much more than the satisfactÍon of
its classic criteria of safe, sanitary and decent place to live, the
logical corollary of this, namely a close alliance between housing
and social welfare, still receives only haif-hearted support in
official policies and attitudes. Social services in housing have
tended to be handled on an after-thought basis. It has been hoped
that the 'community' would provide the necessary services but
these have not been forthcoming in the requireddimension nor
have they been adequately planned in advance" ""

57"--'Ernest W. Burgess, Aginq in Western Societies, (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1960) .

qQ
""While most elderly persons find it desirable to remain in their

own homes as long as possible, a number of different types of living
arrangements have been developed since old folks homes were first
introduced in response to differential needs of older persons" For a

discussion of the various types of institutional housing and living
arrðngements see Appendix B

59-- -Inteoration of_Phvsisal and SocÍal Planninq, (Ottawa: April , L967),
Report No. I of a seminar held under the joint sponsorship of the Special
Project on Low-Income Housing and the Community Funds and Councils
Divísion of the Canadian Welfare CounciI.
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In planning of homes for the aged it is therefore essential that an

inventory of community services be taken such that the institution itself

may contribute to the overall objectives of the community.



COMMUNITY
THE AGED

CHAPTER III

PLANN]NG AND
IN CITiES

DespÍte the fact that tw-o-thirds of the eiderly in Canada now Iive

in urban areas, there can be little doubt as to the difficulties posed by

the nature of urban growth and development.

While the specialization and segregation of functions such as

chnnnin¡ ¡ontras and unifOrm residential districtS, which have been

brought about by the efficiencies of capitalism and advanced transportation

tar:hnnlnnv. har¡e hoon adr¡antaoonns fnr thp vounc and eífi<':icnt for commerceLevr¡rrvrvvJ , rru ur¿v J vs¡rY

and industry, the elderly can hardly organize and cope with the many

speciaiized functions widely separated geographically.

New suburban development has been geared to the needs of young
families and as a result the proportion of retired people has been- Ânvery low.ou The old person moving to the suburbs is faced with
several problems. Since the houses are built primarily for families
with children, many are larger than those desired by the aged (yet
too small for sharing with the younger generation). Even when the
size of the house is suitable, its cost may weil be beyond the aged
h^rõ^nro ra^¡h. and in m¡nrz tra¡t dorzolnnmanf q anartmani-q arênorallr¡F,urùuII J IEQvrr, ulrv !rr 1¡ru¡¡J LruvL uÇvurvyrlrç1¡LÐ, qyurLlllçrrLÐ Yerrv¡srrJ

have not been built. AIso, many of the newly developed areas out-
side of our cities are beyond the network of public transportation;
thus, dependence upon others for transportation creates a degree of
isolation for the aged person. The transportation problem is often
aggravated by the location of facilities -- the shopping centre, weII
lrorznnd u¡alÞinn dìqtan¡o ìe fha r¡qlr¡l naftorn - Snhllrhan ni; 'vv1 v¿¿$ -*,' y-Jnnlng rs,

6OIn M"tropolitan Winnipeg, for example, the number of eiderly
residents in the suburbs and the downtown area differs consideraly with
the dow-ntown areas possessing significantly more elderly persons ' The
proportionate distribution of elderly resident in Metropolitan Winnipeg is
shown in Figure 3- I .

36
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fhorofnro ¡¡f ¡¡¡n+i^^ tha na¿Äõ rìf tha ¡norl r¡zhn -ì^h+ ¿l^-j-^ +^Lrrururvru / rrvÈ Jr¡ggLrlr9 Ll¿Ç ]lçuuù "" lrv lfllgllt Cleslfe tO
live there because of the larger lots or þ"e proximity to their
children who live in new developments.oj

As a result of these factors, communities and particularly suburban

developments buÍlt in the last twenty year,s conspicuously lack theÍr share

of people over 65, while communities which were established twentv vears

or more ago, have a disproportionately high frequency of aged persons.

Developers have frequently justified the absence of housing designed

especially to meet the needs of the aged in the suburbs by the fact that

only about one in every 11 persons is over the age of 65. However, the

ratio of one older to eleven younger people in the population becomes one

to si-x when we talk about ratio of heads of househoids 65 or more to those

under 65.62 Thus, it can be safely said that, with few exceptions, home

buiiding has been such as to produce age and economic stratification.

While new suburban growth has undoubtedly been unresponsive to

the needs of the aged and has subsequently forced most to remain near the

older core areas of the cities, "paradoxicaliy it is in the most deteriorated

areas of cities that aged persons may lead their most independent existence

and integrate for themselves combinations of needed services. "63

A wide varj-ety of services such as banks, drug and grocery srores,

laundries and barbershops within walking distances as well as many

" - | ,ancrtnrrJ Inn - Cit ..-, __l¿

^,'-Vivrett, op. cit.

^a""Birren, loc. cit.
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different types of dwelling units needed to satisfy the diverse needs of the

elderly are often present in the older central parts of the city and conversely,

are absent in the newer parts. The qualities and features of the more central

parts of the city which are desÍred by the aged are expressed in the following

statement:

Elderly persons, particularly those who are in the active group,
here under discussion, value many non-economic characteristics
of the central and intermediate city areas. Personal and community
bonds of many years standing flourish here. The psychological
weight of familiarity of environment also plays an important role
in this locational tie" As physical mobility declines, distance
convenience rises as it relates to stores, community centers, clinics,
the church, and the houses of friends. These sectors of the
community are, moreover those in which there is much physical
movement as well as the movement of events. It is believed
increasingly thp! this characteristic of environment is highly valued
by the elderly . 

o a

In addition, other less tangible features such as community spirit,

access to good credit rating and familiar medical personnel are often a

valued aspect of a community which the aged are reluctant to give up.

Aithough the foregoing would seem to indicate the desirability of

maintaining the aged in their own community as long as possible, it has

been a little sought-after objective in housing programs designed especially

for the aged. Senior citizens homes, for example, have traditionally been

situated downtown in commercial and industrial blight or alternately have

been "located in an almost completely rural area. In such a location, it is

64
Andrews, !æ. cit.
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difficult to integrate older people with normal community life -- indeed,

only isolation with other oid people is possible" "65

It should be noted that although this practÍce has been

prevalent in most urban areas generally, efforts have increasingly been

mado to nror¡ìcle fnr tho acrad in more desirable locations.lllauÇ Lv lJr v v tvu lvr Ltrv sY

In current theory related to community planning and development,

social decisi-ons frequentiy have ignored the aged as a segment of

society. As a result, many planning concepts tend to discriminate against

the aged in the sense that lack of adequate provision for them is a

decision to exclude them.66

Neighborhood Theory

The prevailing trends of specialization, mechanization and

institutionalization have tended to promote the abandonment of the

neighborhood unit as a concept of urban development resulting in the

physical separation of many social sites and economic functions. One

nf tho.:ÕnsêÕuences of these trends as it affects the elderly is that they
vv¿¡evYgv

tend to become socially, economically and geographicaily segregated.

6 Svi.rrett , op . c it .

66lurrgford, op. cit., p. 33
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When the neighborhood has been used as a unit of design, it is

generally planned for families with children. Perry, who developed many

of the concepts associated with neighborhood theory, has stated:

Of these various kinds of housing, that devoted to child-rearing
families Ís peculiarly and vitally dependent upon the resources
and character of the immediate vicinity. Parents require much
more than a house and lot. They need a school, a playground,
groceries and drug stores, and perhaps a church" They want their
children to associate with children from homes which hold standards
similar to their o*n.67

While the neighborhood concept has not geared itself to the needs

of the aged, Mumford nevertheless points out that many of the requirements

of small children such as protection from automobile and absence of steep

stairs are the sômê fnr lrr¡rh aaa groups. In general , those facilities which

cater primarily to children, understandably have limited interest to the

elderly. For the aged, the most frequently mentioned neighborhood
ÂRfacilities desired are shopping centers and the church. "" Aithough these

as well as other facilities are desired by the younger age groups as well as

the elderly, the distance relationships are much more critical for the elderly.

67
Clarence Arthur Per,ry, "The Neighborhood Unit, " Monograph I

in Neiqhborhood and Community Planninq, Vol. VII of Reqional Survev of New
York and Its Environs, (New York: Regional Plan of New York and its Environs,
10?oì ^ cÉ,LJUJI PO L¿è

6B
Wilson, ]pq. cit.
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not in itseif a discriminating planning

that suitable accommodation designed
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/toAL

noirrhhorhnnd ¡nn¡ant nor qo ìqvvrtvvlJ
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asnoniailrz fnr fhe eldcrlv is offcn!J ¡u vtLU

Land Use and Zoning

In the development of land use patterns, communities generally

attempt to separate uses and to prevent one use from damaging another

through the use of master pians and zoning regulations" Prior to any

form of development controls, the invasion of injurious and incompatible

structures into relatively homogeneous areas, such as the buitding of

factories and commerciôI establishments in residential areas, frequently

depreciated residential land values and created an unhealthy environment.

While zoning regulations have provided a suitable instrument for the

protection of property rights and generally works to the advantage of the

community as ô whole, it often goes beyond the mere separation of

business and commercial from residential uses.

Areas may be set aside for single-family houses, two-family
houses, or multiple-family structures. This, coupled with current
building practice, tends to create neighborhoods w-ith houses of
similar type, size, Iot size and cost. Thus, the attempt to prevent
an adverse mjxture of land uses, in practice, prevents an adverse
mixture of land llses - j¡ ¡¡¡¡+in^ h'.^r'^h+^ -*::-, -., y.*,Lrue, IrrevenLs a mixture of different
trznoq nf nannlo oV

Âq" " Langtord, loc . cit.
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concern over this si.tuation has been expressed by Hoben who

has stated that "zoning ordinances and related land use controls should

be examined critì¡allrz frr <oe rnrhsfþer they are creating a stratification of

population which not only freezes out the old people but also creates

neighborhoods suitable for use by a family during only a very short part of its
'7^life cycle."''

Renewal and Redevelopment

Since a large proportion of the etderty are situated in the downtown

and fringe areas of urban core which are typically the most deteriorated and

run down sections -- the problem of housing the elderly is clearly tied to

problems of urban renewal and redevelopment. When the factors of age,

health, income, housing condition and needs, and locational preferences

of the independent elderly are taken into consideration, it becomes apparent

thèse objectives are consistent with those general objectives of renewal

which include the eradication and prevention of housing biight, encourage-

thement of proper neighborhood design and service amenities, and

provision of housing of moderate cost to the occupant" 71

70_.-tidmond H.
Communities", Wilma
University of MichÍgan

Hoben, "Planning Considerations in Urban
Donahue (ed.), Housing the Aging, (Ann fubor:
Press, 1954), pp. 39 - 4Z "

7 lAndr"*- 
s , Ioc . cit .
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With few exceptions however, the opportunities afforded by

renew-al and redevelopment schemes to better accommodate the aged and

other low income groups have been neglected. Programs designed to

improve the urban environment generally serve upper and middle income

groups through the construction of high income and high-rise apartments"

Most of its residents, particularly the elderly, must move even if the

area is rehabilitated, for they cannot afford to live at the prices demanded

hv the new stanrlurdt.T2 Furthermore, the money received for their

property is frequently insufficient to provide the owner with the sum

necessary to purchase suitable accommodation in another area. In

addition, the social and psychoiogical losses created by the forced

removal of persons from family and other familiar surroundings often

greatly outweigh the benefits of improved housíng. It is therefore apparent

that if any benefits are to be reaiized by the elderly from urban renewal,

consideration to a number of basic objectives must be given highest

priority. These are objectives expressed by vivrett in the following

statement:

To the extent that urban renewal becomes a part of such common
objectives -- improving the living and working environment of our
cities, making them attractive and interesting places for young
families as well as older couples and widowed and single people to
live in -- to the extent that it provides balanced communities, it

79'"Paul J. Niebanck, The E1d-erly in O1der Urban Areas, Institute of
Environmental Studies. (pfiUa¿elphia: University of PennsylvanÍa, 1965)
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must be supported by social gerontology. But urban renewal must
not simply mean more public housÍng for the elderly as an alternative
to the tenement, rooming - boarding house, or old residential hotel;
it must mean the building of new- independent dwelling units and
the rehabilitation of old units equal in quality to those now provided
for the younger population and consonant with balanced community
growth and activ Lty .7 3

73Vivrett, Joc . cÍt "



CHAPTER IV

A PLANNING ANALYSIS FOR SENIOR CiTIZENS
TN THE RTVER_OSBORNE AREA OF WINN]PEG

As previous chapters have dealt with many of the problems

common to the aged everywhere, the purpose of the present chapter is to

identify some of the peculiar features of the elderly population in the

River-Osborne area with the object of determining if indeed housing and

its rciated asnêñts nrìqê a nrnhlq¡¡.v evyev

The Area

The River-Osborne area/ with which this analysis is concerned,

is situated in the Fort Rouge area of the City of Winnipeg. The Metropolitan

Winnipeg area is the major urban centre of the Province of Manitoba having

52 per cent of the provincial population in 19 66.74 The regional location

of Winnipeg is shown in Figure 4- 1

This areaT,Scirc,rmscribed. by the Assiniboine River to the north,

7A' tøelropotita" Wi"r , 1966, p. 57

7\'"The geographical boundaries of the River-Osborne area have
been chosen *oi" for the convenience of calcuiations than any homogeneous
or characteristic features it might have. The area consists of census tracts
3B and 42 as well as Postal Zone 13 in the City of Winnipeg. In addition,
it is this geographical area which is of primary concern to the Community
Ecunemical Ministry. See Fiqure 4-z
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Corydon Avenue to the south, Cockburn Avenue to the west, Main Street

to the east and the Canadian National Railway tracks to the south-east

is fairly typical of the older downtown fringe areas of most American

cities in that j-t; is characterized by a general deterioration of many

building structures, high density residential development and a

multiplicity of land ur"r.76 Th" location of thj-s area in relatíon to the

resf of Metronolitan Winnipeg is shown in Figure 4-2. The area has
¡r¿vu¡ vr

been designated a secondary core area in the Report of the Social Service

77AUOlt.

During recent years, the location of this area in relation to the

downtown core of Winnipeg has prompted a number of high-rise apartment

dwellings near the northern extremity of the area. While the area has not

been designated a renewal area as such -- this redevelopment has served

to improve the general character of the area considerably. However, much

of this redevelopment has been primarily geared to the upper income

segments of society. It is therefore questionable as to the value this

redor¡olonment has had on the residents of the area.vtvyr¡rv¿¡ e .4

rya/oSee Fiqure 4- 3"

nn

' 'The Social Service Audit is a study which was undertaken and

sponsored by the Province of Manitoba, The Winnipeg Foundation, the
United Way of Greater Winnipeg and the Community Welfare Planning
Council to first produce an analysis and assessment of current social
services in Metropolitan Winnipeg in the light of the community's character-
istics and requirements and second, it was to propose such changes as would
make the social services Possible
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Population Characteristics of the Area

As might be expected in a relatively central, older district of a

city, the River-Osborne area of Fort Rouge is marked by a relatively large

number of elderly residents, both in absolute numlrors and âq,â nroportion

of its total population" Approximately 1,800 persons over the age of 65,

comprising approximately 17 per cent of the total reside in the area as

compared with only nine per cent of the metropolitan area as a whole. A

comparison of the total and proportionate composition of the aging residents

in the River-Osborne area and Metropolitan Winnipeg is demonstrated in

Table 4- I"

TABLE 4 - T

ELDERLY AS PER CENT OF TOTAL POPULATTON FOR
RIVER-OSBORNE AREA, CITY OF WINNIPEG,
METROPOLITAN WINNIPEG AND MANITOBA

1966

River-Osborne Area

City of Winnipeg

Metropolitan Winnipeg

Total
Population

I0 ,7 45

257,005

508,759

Number
65 & Over

I,BT4

30 ,7 82

46 ,549

Per Cent of
Population
Over 6 5

16.9

1s.0

q1

SOURCE: Census Metropolitan Area of Winnipeg, lg66
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The age and sex composition of the aging residents in a particular

^rêâ rê.rnireer':areful consideration in any planning analysis " The housing
vYÉ+¡

requirements of those persons aged 75 and over frequently differ consider-

ably from those persons aged 65 To 74. It is from those persons 75 and

over that residents of homes for the aged are increasingly being dru*n.7B

In addition, the presenr age composition of the elderly will undoubtedly

have an important bearing on the future number of aging residents and is

thus necessary for projection purposes.

It can be observed from Table 4-2 that one of the most interesting

aspects of the River-Osborne area is the significantly greater number of

females than males especially over the age of.70. Comparison of the age

and sex composition of the elderly in the remainder of Metropolitan

Winnipeg demonstrates the significantly higher proportion of eiderly

females in this area.

since any program designed for the aged should have the long-

term goals of the community as well as the short-term objectives of

improving present circumstances; it is useful to determine the projected

future population and its approximate age and sex composition.

Basing a projection only on those residents now Iiving in the

TBSocial Planninq Council of Metropolitan Toronto, Report of
the Studv Committee on Homes for the Aqgl , p. 2'



TABLE 4 - 2

AGE AND SEX COMPOSITION OF THE ELDERLY POPULATTON
FOR THE RIVER-OSBORNE AREA, CTTY OF WINNIPEG

AND METROPOL]TAN W]NNIPEG
- 1966 -

lNumberl Percent
Age Group I wtale I Male

Number
Female

Percent
Female

I (J LClJ
Proportion
of Females
vs. MalesNumber D ar^^*+I çI UEIIL

River-O sborne
Area

6s-69

70 & Over

Total 6 5 &

/ìi¿-- ^Í\JILY UI
Winnipeg

65 - 69

70 & Over

Total 65 &

Over :::1,'i,'r,:^),

Over ,î,:,",':,':,1 ,il"l

M etropolitan
Winnipeq

65 - 69

70 & Over

Total 65 & Over
','i,;'),'J^'i,l 

, il" I

217

879

L,206

5,310

11,705

17,015

,t, 
or'n'ol

2s,602 
I

| ,, c

| 
'' "'

| 
?2'B

I i00.0

31.3

68.7

100. 0

2r 2

6B "7

100.0

524

r,290

I,BL4

g ,826

20,956

30,782

14,867

3I,682

46 ,549

28.B

IL.2

100"0

?l o

68. I

100.0

3i"9

oö " I

100.0

1 11
J.U

I 1A-1 
^a . La f, o v

1.97-1"0

1.18-1.0

r"27-I.0

1.23-1.0

1. 17- 1.0

1.25-1"0

L.22-L " 0

-ÀU=
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area, it is estimated that there wiII be approximateLy 2,913 elderly

residents in the area by I975, an increase of over 50 per cent. This

estimate is based on the number of residents who were 55 and over Ín

1966 and who will be 65 and over in 1976 as w-ell as the estimated

70
number of survivors of the present aged 65 and over.' - Although the

effer:ts of miorafíOn Are nOt cOnSiclered ìn fhis nrojectìon jf is foltLrarr yrvJUvLlvr¡l rL !r te

the generaily long-term residency of the aged in the area would

minimize the degree of error.

Within the River-Osborne area, there is an extreme variation in

the class of residential accommodation offered and hence, the rental

rates which prevail. The northern portion of the area has in the past

few years experienced a number of luxury high-rise apartment complexes

with rents ranging upwards of $ 180 " 00 per month. These apartments

have clustered mainly in the Roslyn Road and Wellington Crescent area,

forming what has perhaps become the most prestigious apartment complex

in the city. At the same time much of the residential accommodation

offered throughout the remainder of the area, such as the older, smaller

apartment blocks and in particular, many of the older homes which have

been converted to multiple famiiy units, are in varíous stages of

deterioration. As such, the rental rates of those dwellinq units not in

79
This projection is based on a modified cohort survival method

of estimating future populations. Calculations for each projected cohort
are demonstrated in Appendix C
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this luxury area are presumably much lower.

Since many elderly persons in fact do live in the high rental areas

of Wellington Crescent and Roslrzn Rnad thìc i,ri¡sld seem to indicate a wide

disparl-ty of incomes among the elderly residents of the area. This clearly

points to the fact that for some elderly persons, Iow incomes and a

subsequent inability to compete for suitable housing is not a factor.

Economic Characteristics

Statistics are not available for the River-Osborne area specificallv

however, it is reasonable to assume that the gienerally poor economic position

of the elderly exists in this area as w-ell. A comparison of the income

characteristics of those over the age of 65 as compared to the younger groups

demonstrates the acute income difficulties likely to be present for many of

the aged.
TABLE 4_3

DTSTRIBUTION OF INCOME BY AGE AND SEX
CANADA, 1961

Income Group
Jnder
25 nq-aA 35- 44 55-64 65-69

70 &
Over

Under $ 2,500
$2,soo - $ s,oo
$5,ool - $10,oo
Over $ to, 000
Total

Under $ 2,500
$2,500 - $ 5,00
$ s,oot - $to,oo
Over $ 10,000
Total

64.8 18.5
31.6 52"7
3"4 26"3

" 3 2.3
t00.0 100.0

80.3 66.5
19.0 30.4

.6 2"7

.1 "3
100.0 I00.0

MALES

14 "7
46 "0
33.0
5.8

100.0
FEIfrÃIES

70.6
25.5

^r
q

rg-q

55.4 78.0
30 " 3 t5 "2
10.9 5.0
2'7 r O

¿.J

-
100.0 i00"0

BB.s 93.3
8.5 5.0

r"2
.7 .4

100.0 100.0

19.3
4tr. 1

28"s
6"7

100.0

70.8

5.0

100.0

30. I
42.9
2r "2

100 .0

76.7
17.B
4.7

100"0

Based on Appendix A
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It is important to note that Table 4-3 pertains to 196l and since that

time, increases in social security have improved the income positÌon of

the aged considerably"

Pub]ic Sources of Income

Prior to 1952, the Federal government faited to acknowledge

any measure of social responsibility for the aged in Canada on a uniform

basis. However, by an Act of Parliament in rgsz, old age pensions

became a major program of the government, designed to provide at least

some measure of financial security for all Canadians over the aqe of 70"

At the time of implementation of the program, the amount disbursed to

all individuals was $40" 00 per month. Since that time hower¡er, old age

pensions have been increased periodically up to the present $zg " so

(see Figure4- 5) , while at the same time the age of eligibility has

declined to aqe 65"

In 1967 , it was decided that the Old Age Security pension

received was insufficient to guarantee an acceptable minimum standard

of living for those persons who depended entirely on this source of income.

As a result, it is now possible for those persons receiving only the old

age security to receive an additional Guaranteed Income Supplement.

A Guaranteed Income supplement is a monthly payment added to
the Old Age Security Pension if an elderly person has no other income,
or only a small amount. The maximum supplement which may be paid
is 40 per cent of the pension itself . The pension has been increased
effective January , r970 to $79.50. This means that the maximum
supplement payable in 1970 is $Sl. gS 

" 
B0

B0_Canada, Department of National Health and Welfare, How toGe'f
Your Guaranteed Income Supplement, (ottawa: Queen's prÍnter, 1969) , p. 3"



H]STORY OF SOC]AL
AND RELATIONSHIP

SECURITY BENEFITS S]NCE ]952
TO CONSUMER PRÏCE INDEXOld Ase

Qa¡rrril-rzvvvs¿ rL_)¡

Par¡manfq

$ tos
3.00

9s

9C

B5

BO

75

70

65

60

55

50

45

40

Con s umer
e Index

300

275

250

22s

200

175

1s0

125

1003s

30

Old Age Security Payments since 1952

ïndicates tleConsumer Price ïndex based on 1949 = 100

Guaranteed Income Supplement

FIGURE 4 - s

The effect of this income income supplement is that in the event an

elderly person does not have any other income of his own, he may still receive

an income of $111.41. However, a person may still receive some portion of

the maximum guaranteed income supplement as long as his total income does

not exceed $140.00. Aid received less than $31.83 is referred to as Partial

Guranteed ïncome Supplement.

While data is not available for the River-Osborne area itself ,

extrapolation of statistics from the Metropolitan area itself indicates

605B
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roughly the income characteristics (table 4-4 ) w-hich can be expected of

the elderly in the area of concern.

The Report of the Social Sarr¡ina Anrlit -oints out that approximately

the same percentage of residents in the River-osborne area and the

Metropolitan area as a whole receive some form of income maintenance.

Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that the estimated number of

persons (t,OgO) receiving $f¿0.00 a month or Iess is not exaggerated.

GUARANTEED INCOME SUPPLEMENT RECIPiENTS IN
RIVER-OSBORNE AREA AND M ETROPOLITAN WINNIPEG

TABLE 4 - 4

*Source: Department of National Health & Welfare , lg69

Since any person receiving the FuIl Guaranteed Income Supplement

cannot have a total income in excess of $Ill.4l, it is reasonable ro assume

that in the River-Osborne area approximately 600 persons are recei-ving this

amount. In addition, another 430 persons who receive the partial Guaran-

teed Income Supplement must necessarily be receiving $f ¿0.00 or less.

Area
Total
65+

Full Guaranteed
Income Supplemen

Partial Guaranteed
Income Supplement

Full/PartiaI
Guaranteed

Income Suoolemenr
Per Cent Number
Þ^^^;""^ D^^^.if\euerve f(ecerve

Per Cent Number
Re r":e i r¡e R cna ì yg......:..gV_a_

Total Number
Receive

Metropolitan
\AI.i^-i^^^vv rrtr¡¿}¡EV

River-O sborne
Area

¿.? ?7',)

1, 800

"33* ]3,981

33 600

24* r0,257

24 430

9A 
'"A

1,030
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ln total, approximately 1,030 elderly residents of a total of 1,800 (57%)

in the River-Osborne area receive an income of less than $i40.00 per

month.

As the majority of the elderly residents receiving additional

assistance are receiving the full Guaranteed Income Supplement ($ 111.41),

the average and median incomes are undoubtedly considerably lower than

$t¿0"00 per month.

It must be kept in mind, however that since many of the elderly

in the area are married, their economic circumstances would be improved

considerably" From Table 4-Z , it can be observed that the total number

of elderly females in the River-Osborne area exceeds the number of elderly

males by almost twice the number. Given this situation, a considerable

number of elderly residents in the area consist of widowed, divorced,

or single females living alone; some of whom undoubtedly experience

either the minimum income allowable or sliqhtiv above it.Bl

Qr"'Central Mortgage & Housing Corporation has suggested that
the maximum acceptable proportion of any family income for accommodation
including heat and lighting is 27 per cent. For elderly persons, it is held
that this proportion could be slightly higher as in most cases expenses
for the support of children or other family members is usually absent.
Most studies therefore suggest that 30 per cent for elderly couples and
40 per cent for elderly single persons is not unreasonabie.

This would mean that for any single elderly person receiving
between $ttl.4l and $t+0"00, the recommended portion of his income
for the provision of decent, safe and sanitary housing would range from
$44.00 to $67.00; similarly for elderly couples both receiving old age
security of $79.50 each or stightly above, their recommended rents would
range from approximately $66.00 to $84" 00. However, for many elderly
couples, it must be remembered that in many instances only one person is
receiving old age securÍty due to differences in age.
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Housing CharacteristÍcs of the Aged

The most outstandinq feature of the River-Osborne area with

regard to its housing characteristics is the extremely high proportion of

apartment dwellings and similarly the srnall proportion of home owners

(see Table 4-S ).
TABLE 4 - 5

HOUSING CHARACTER]STICS IN RIVER_OSBORNE AREA
C]TY OF WINNTPEG & METROPOLITAN WINNIPEG

HOUSING CHARACTERISTTCS BY TYPE OF DWELL]NG UNTTS

Sinnla Tlot¡¡had

Singie Attached
(DupIex)

Anartm on f q4¡r!¡¿ L¡r¡v¿¿vv

River-Osborne Citv of Winnipeq
M etropolitan

Winnipeq

Per
NumbeJ Cent

333 7.6

? qq7 q] ?
---y--t--v-.!_ -_-:l_:_:_

4,377 100.0

47 1"0 3,970 5.1

D^-I ç!

Number Cent

42,586 54.6

3 1, 370 40.3

77 ,926 r00.0

D^*
I CI

Number Cent

97,r75 67 "7

5,901 4"L

40 ,442 28.2

143,518 100.0

HOUS]NG CHARACTER]STICS BY OWNER: TENANT OCCUPANCY

Owner Occupied

Tenant Occupied

Blyer:qEþor!ç_

Per
Number Cenl

416 9.6

3,961 90.4

4,377 i00.0

Citv of Winnipeq

Per
Number C_ent

40,550 52.I

37 ,37 6 47 .9

77 ,926 100.0

Metropolitan
Winnipeq

Ð^-
I EI

Number Cent

91,007 63"3

52,511 36"7

143,518 100"0

SOURCE: 1966 Census of Canada
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As Table 4-5 indicates, 91.3 per cent of the dweliing units in

this area consist of apartments. This situation indicates the extreme

dependence of the residents of this ôrea on rental accommod.ation.

In a I0 per cent sample drawn from the I,BL4 eiderly residents

in the area, it was found that the greatest proportion (47 per cent) paid in

RENTS PA]D ]N RÏVER-OSBORNE AREA BY

PER CENT OF ELDERLY RESIDENTS

% of elderly
-^^.il^*+^ICùIUC]ILù

40

35

30

LJ

20

15

TO

q

0

Less than
$zo $20-39 $40-s9 $00-zg $80-99 $100-rl9 $rzo¡-

SOURCE: Based on questionnaire distributed by the Community Ecumenical
Ministry to determine interest in a senior citizens home proposed for the
area. The questionnaire from which the sample was drawn was administered
in August, 1969 to residents of the River-Osborne area who went to acquire
bus passes which would entitle them to reduced fares. The only criteria in
selecting residents for the sample w-as their willingness to answer questions.
Of the 1,340 persons who appeared, 145 responded to the questionnaire. The
questionnaire which was distributed is shown ín Appendix I.

FIGURE 4_6
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excess of $120.00 per month rent (see Figure 4 - 6 ). In addition, it

can be observed that a considerable proportion also paid between $gO"OO

and $120"00 per month. In total over 84 per cent of the sample indicated

their rents as being in excess of $80.00 per month.

Whiie limited sources of data prevent a completely accurate

comparison relating income, rents and housing characteristics of the

elderly in the arear it would appear that in many instances, the rents

paid for accommodation by the elderly exceeds both their abiiity and

willingness to pay and the maximum recommended rent to income ratio.

COMPARISON OF IDEAL RENT STRUCTURE VERSUS
PRESENT RENT STRUCTURE OF ELDERLY

t20

100

BO

60

40

¿U

0

I

I
I
I

I

r

% of elderly
-^^i,l^^+^IUÞIUUTTLÞ

10 20 30 40 50

-----Ideal Rent Structure

-Present 

Rent Structure*
*Based on Figure 4- 6 , the mid-point of each
as the rent presently being paid by residents

FIGURE 4 _ 7

BO7060

to derive the
discussed in

idealized rent
Appendix D.

is takenA^ ^\'./ll rônt^l r^nñô
Yav I

in the ureu. 82

B2thu method used
in the River-Osborne area is

IN RIVER_OSBORNE AREA

structure of elderly
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recommended by various authorities. In Figure 4-7 , an attempt is made

to demonstrate graphically a comparison between the rents presently

tr-^.i^^ .^-.iJ 1^-- rlI)erng paro Jly rne various percentages of low income elderly and an

idealized rent structure based on their income characteristics and the

recommended maximum rent to income ratio.

Further, in response to a question intended to determine their

interest in a home for the aged to be situated in the area, an almost

unanimous desiro fnr thìq trzna of housing was expressed either immediatelv

or for the not too distant future.

While it is highty likely that a dissatisfaction with present rent

to income ratios is the principle reason for the interest in a home for the

aged, other factors were demonstrated as well. In several instances

where rents did not appear to be a factor, one might assume that the

nature of social contacts or a desire for some form of lÍving arrangements

other than an independent dwelling unit is the reason.

Despite the apparent dissatisfactÍon with present housing

circumstances among the elderly in the area, most elderly nevertheless

indicated a strong desire and attachment to the neighborhood. In all

cases of the sample taken, the residents of the River-osborne area

expressed a desire to remain in the neighborhood. B3

probably
length of
the area.

Q?""The desire to remain in the area is in the majority of cases
due to long-term residency. In the sample taken, the average
residency was 19.2 years, indicating the extreme stability of
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Land Use and Zoning

In order to avoid economic and social stratification that may

adversely affect the aged segment of any population, it is generally

recognized that a w-ide range of land uses must be permitted to allow for

a variety of living arrangements " This would offer residents and especially

the elderly a continuum of alternate living arrangements which would afford

them the opportunity of remaining in their'home' community as needs

¡Þran¡a Fìnnra {-$ demOnStfateS the Wide fAnoe of land rrses nreSentJV VL rurtv qJço I.

in the area and similarly Figure 4-B demonstrates the uses permitted.

Present uses permitted in the River-Osborne area include both

commercial and multiple family. As indicated in Figure 4-B , the

following uses are permitted in the area:84

R 2 - Two family district

*R 3 - Muitiple family district

R 2C - Conversion district

*R 3B - Pianned building group district

*CZ - Commercialdistrict

*C3 - Commercialdistrict

*Denotes those areas which would allow institutional type residences for

the aged such as senior citizens housing.

B4
For a detailed description of those uses permitted within

each of the zoning districts/ see Appendix E.
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Since most experts in the fieid of gerontology feel that

retirement housing either independent or institutional type should be

located close to areas which afford the opportunity of shopping, medical

facilities, Iaundries, banks and other common needs, the River-Osborne

area would appear to be especially suitable for the aged residents.

At the present time in Metropolitan WÍnnipeg, extensive re-

zoning proposals are being made throughout the Metropolitan area. The

River-Osborne area has been proposed primarily as a number of multiple

family districts as w-ell as the retention of those areas presently

designated as commercial areas. As shown in Figure 4-9 , the

following zoning districts have been proposed for the River-Osborne

B5area.

Multipie-Family The multiple famiiy conversion district,
Conversion District "RM - C" is intended for older residential

RM - C areas where buiidings are no longer
suitable for one-familv use due to size or
to change in environment" Eventually,
these areas will become suitable for re-
development but the intention is to prolong
the effective life of these buiidinqs by
controlled conversion to multiple-family
use. To faciiitate eventual re-development
new multiple-family buildinqs are not
permitted.

Multiple-Famiiy The multiple family districts, "RM-1",
Districts "RM -I" , "RM-2" and "RM-3" are intended to provide
"RM-2", "RM-3" areas where multiple-famiiy uses predominate,

Proposed fu[etropoSitar¡ Zoning By:law .
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although one-family and two-family dwellings
are permitted " In these districts, density
is iímited ín order that deveiopment be
compatible with adjoining single-family and
two-family districts.

The multiple-famíiy districts, "RM -4" and*Multiple- Family
Dístricts "RM -4" "RM - 5" are intended for high density
and "RM - 5" apartment buildinqs in areas located near

the central business district or other major
centres of commercial activity. A limited
range of retail and person service uses
are permitted within the larger apartment
buildinqs prÍmarily to serve the occupants
of these buildinqs.

Commercial district

Manufacturinq

.kt c_ztl

M-1

*Denotes those areas which would permit institutional uses. Unlike the

present zoning by-law which primarily regulates use, the proposed by-law

is intended to regulate buik control as wetl. B6

While most of the zoning districts in the River-Osborne area

would permit homes for the aged such provisions are absent at the present

9,7time'"' In accordance w-ith the Metropolitan Development Plan, the zoning

regulations in this area support its objectives of encouraging high density

development close to the central business district. BB

B6Fo, a detailed description of both the uses and butk regulations
proposed for the various parts of the River-Osborne area, see the Proposed
Metropolitan Zoning By-law.

^-o'Whiiu 
no housing facilities exist which are designed especially

for the elderly residents who are capable of looking after themselves, a
number of nursing homes are present for the care of the invalid aged.

BBsour.": Metropolitan Development Plan Bv-Iaw LLI7.
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The Problem

The foregoing chapters have attempted to discuss the most

significant of those problems and needs that characterize the aq'ed in our

society, and which are pertinent to their housing circumstances both

generally, and as applied to the River-Osborne area.

As previously stated in this study, the selection of a suitable

alternative to overcome the peculiar problems and needs of any particular

area necessarily presupposes the proper definition of the problem involved.

whiie the inadequôcy of data makes ðny absolute and precrse

conclusions ÍmposSible, it is nevertheless the opínion of the author that

the following issues are of consÍderabie importance in providing for the

needs of the elderly in the River-Osborne area"

'For the majority of elderly residents, the major portion of their

rncomes come lrom government assistance. Approximately

1, 000 elderly persons in the River-osborne area are sustained

on the minimum guaranteed income provided by the government

making their incomes less than $i,680 per year, and in many

cases considerablv less.

"As a result of low incomes, most elderly cannot afford suitable

housing at the prevailing rental rates, and because of this

shortage of good quality, low cost housing, the low income

elderly must allot a disproportionate share of their income to

rent.
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'Given the high proportion of rental accommodation in the area,

it is clear that any program adopted should place considerable

emphasis on the needs of elderly renters as opposed to home

owners.

Since many elderly persons find it socially desirable to live in

age segregated dwellings, the absence of any such accommodation

is particularly remiss.

'of the low-income elderly in the area who are presently payrng

exoessive rent tO incomp raf ìn< a 1a¡gs proportíon are elderly

females, 75 and over. Thus any program should be particutarly

responsive to their needs.

'While considerable redevelopment is being carried out in the

area, it is generally inconsistent with the social and economic

characteristics of present residents and especially the low

income aqed.

whiie these factors undoubtedly point to the necessity of some

housÍng program for the low income elderly in the êreõ, a number of

positive features in the neighborhood appear capable of reinforcinq a

living pattern consistent with their needs.

'Physically, the aged require housing that is within walkinq

distance of commerr:iai rarrroalis¡al, eduCational and reliqious

facilities as well as mass transportation. A varÍety of these

facilities are present and easily accessible to all but the most
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decrepit in advanced stages of physical decline.

'Zoning regulations in the area which permit a wide variety of

Iiving arrangements necessary for the continuum of needs

required by the aged generally do not encourage economic

and social stratification.

Objectives of Housing Program for River-Osborne Area

Sj-nce it would appear that the most difficult problem facing the

elderly in the River-Osborne area is an inadequate supply of low-cost

housing, an appropriate objective of any housing program designed for

this area would be the provision of clean, warm shelter consistent with

their physical, social and economic requirements and capabilities. The

discussion in Chapter V is intended to outline a series of alternatives

w-hich might ulti-mately Iead to this objective.

Estimate of Need for Low-Income and Elderly Persons Housing

Since it was concluded that

^1,.I^-r-, ;- +1^^ D,ver-Osborne area areEruçt r y rl r Ltlç r\r v ur v Ðuvr l ¡ç qr ç(

of the total need is necessary. B9

the honsino r:jrr:lfmstances of thef¡rv v!¿vr

l^cc fh¡- ¡Á¿nrrata e^ma aqfìm¡ÈnICÞÞ LlICllt CrL,rE(¿l-|.(fLç, ÐVrllç çÐLr1rlllLC

Rq""The use of the term 'need' is deliberate and is in no way
intended to be confused with 'demand'. Need, as used in this context, is
in terms of good housing for all elderly persons, the sum total of the number
of units needed to overcome the reduction of crowding, the replacement of
defective dwellings and the number needed to satisfy the needs of those
elderly paying a disproportionate per cent of their income for housing.

Demand, on the other hand, is a term used to indicate desire
or preference and effective demand, what one can afford. In this analysis,
no reference will be made to demand.
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While the validity of the estimate is limj-ted to some extent by

a iack of up-to-date data, it should be possible to identify with some

degree of assurance a reasonably ôccurate measure of need by using a

technique employed by the Ontario Housing Authority.90 Since it is

recognized that any housing program shouid not be designed especially

for one group of low-income persons to the exclusion of other equally

needy persons, the estimate made includes non-elderly families as well.

Further, it is suggested by the Ontarío Housing Authority that if a combination

of physical and economic circumstances are used to indicate need, an

assessment of these circumstances may provide a guide to the effectiveness

of the private enterprise housing system, upon which Canada relies almost

ov¡lrrcirzalrzv vrl .

For the purposes of this analysis, it was assumed:

(a) that the lower third of all income groups are the most likely to

occupy substandard housing or pay excessive rent to income

ratio s;

(b) that social welfare surveys which have estimated the proportj-on

of non-elderly families, elderly families and elderly non-families

which are experiencing undesirable housing circumstances are

ol
approximately the same as the River-Osborne area. "'

on""Good Housinq for Ca loc. cit

9lThu surveys which are referred to w-ere carried out by the Ontario
Housing Corporation j-n 1961 to determine housing conditions of its residents.
It should be noted that while estimates from other social surveys are used,
conditions in the River-Osborne area would seem to indicate that roughly the
same'oroportions exist
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Using housing data from the 1961 Census for the determinatj-on of

housìno need. it can be observed that the number of dwelling units required!r¡v ¿¡vv$, ¡È

to satisfy the need is approximately I,200 units.92

TABLE 4_6

ESTIMATE OF LOW TNCOME HOUSING NEED
FOR THE RIVER_OSBORNE AREA

Since these estimates are based on 1961 Census data, they are not

intended to provide a precise breakdow-n of housing need, but rather an

appreciation of the magnitude of the housing problem in the River-Osborne

area. However, it can be safely assumed that if anything, this estimate

is extremely modest. While there has been a tremendous redevelopment

boom in the area since 1961, almost all has been high rental

q?-"4 detailed description of the methodology used to estimate the
need for low income housing is discussed in Appendix F.

/ì^**a-^r+vulllvvrrçrr L

Non-elderly Families
1961 Deficiencies
Vacancy Requirement - 4"5%

Elderly Families
1961 Deficiencies
Vancancy Requirement - 4,5%

Non-Family Elderly
1961 Deficiencies
\/a¡an¡rz Rorlriramanl - 4-5olf *'-'{UIIglllç1lL ='vlO

Total Low Income and Elderly Housing Need

U IIILJ I\ UUUCU

540
24

lBB
B

AOtr
=L¿

19

r,204
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apartment dr,vellings. At the same time, no significant ì-mprovements have

been made on substandard dwellings nor have any efforts been made to

provide low income housing for families who are overstrainíng their

budgets to provide themselves with decent housingi.

Since the exact scope of the program couid have quite possibly

changed since 1961, it is therefore recommended that befol'e any

comprehensive co-ordinated attack on the problem be sta¡:ted, a more

precise definition of need should be made using more up-to-date data.



CHAPTER V

APPROACHES TO THE PROViS]ON OF
ADEQUATE HOUSiNG

Among the countries of Western Culture, there is considerable

variation in the housing polÍcy and programs followed. To a

any housing policy is dependent on the special character of

in question reflecting a number of cultural differences which

present" The importance of culturai differences on national

is pointed out in the following quotation:

ñrôãt avtanfvZ!Lv¡r L,

the countries

are invariabiy

housing policy

A complex interaction of a country and its people, of natural
resources and human determinants shapes a nation's housing.
The natural determinants, geography, climate and resources are
directly perceived, for they are physical and apparent. The
human determinants, though abstract and invisÍble, are more
powerful in shaping a housing philosophy, for these human factors
transcend the technical mastery that increasingly leveis the
regional variety of geography and climate and distributes and
equalizes resources. The web of social organization; the structure
and purpose of government; the evolving motivations, beliefs and
values of personai, family, and community life; the demands and
responses of economic fluctuations; the technical expertise, --
these are the intangibles to which housing propositions and
performances must respond. To such generalities the individual
brings his own personal dimensions of education and health, of
occupation and remuneration, of customs and tastes, his reaction
to privacy and sociability, and his instincts for conformity and
revolt. From combinations of these variables rise the choices and
balances society must make" 93

JV^

Good Housinq for Canadians, op" cit., p. 4

/o
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In North America, for example, housing efforts have been for the

most part in accordance with the traditions and ideals of a culture which

relies to a great extent on the economic market to provide the required

goods and services. While market behaviour has been hÍqhlv successful

and efficíent in providing most goods, it has been by and large unsuccessful

in providing for the housing needs of many low income famílies. In

essence, the operation of the housing market with a minimum of govern-

ment interference has relied on the "filtering down" process whereby

new- homes, purchased by higher income groups would gradually be

passed on to lower income consumers much tike the automobile market.

However, housing as a commodity has a number of characteristics which

prevent it from moving easily in trade. Not only is housing immobile,

versatile and expensive but is not used up and discarded. In addition,

the fÍltering concept itself is not without limitations which must be

considered if it is to be effective.

Even if the filtering down process did function w-ithout impediments,
it couid not work adequately if new construction were confined to
high-income families for the simple reason that the income pyramid
is so narrow at the top compared with its middle and base.

Filtering down could be made to work only if the market for
new construction were extended to many groups now unable to
enter that market by virtue of income or race, and if a reasonable
number of exhausted units were entirelv removed from the supply.94

94Martin IVIeyerson, Barbara Terrett and William L. C. Wheaton,
Housinq, People and cities, (New York: McGraw-Hitl Book company, Inc.,
1962), p. 10.
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Whiie the shortcominqs of the market to adequately provide for

the needs of at least the lower income segment of society is recognized

by almost ail -- the acceptance and involvement of government into the

oq
housing market has been slow in North America"" and on a relatively small

uh
scale. ""

The principle reason for the faiiure of private enterprise to

respond to the needs of low income sectors of society is that it is

relatively unprofitable. This view is stated in the following quotation:

One theoretical way for private industry to provide low cost
housing without public subsidy would be to enlarge the inventory
by building new sales and rental units at low prices and specifically
for low-income families. As a rule, however, this approach is not
workable because in areas of greater density, where the demand is
highest, present day land and engineering are far too high to enable
private enterprise to build low cost housing.9T

9SWhite the concept of government involvement has been slow to
gain acceptance in Canada and the U. S. -- most western European countries
have long been involved in housing programs on a considerable scale.
European housing policies have recognized that in order to provide adequate
housing for the entire population -- more than one method of approach is
necessary. In most instances, housing efforts are characterized by two
major divisÍons and are applÍed qenerally to all members of society -- a
private enterprise segment, relatively free of state assistance or restraint
serving an increasing section of the market, and a non-profit social housing
segment benefitting from various forms of state assistance and serving in
an undifferentiated fashion both "full recovery" and subsidized households.
This shift from what might be described as a semi-welfare approach to a
public utility operation, reflects three housing convictions which are basic
to European housing policy but which are absent i.n both American and
Canadian policy: -

(a) that the separate concentration of low income families with many
children into housing developments reserved exclusively for such
families can only result in undesirable social segregation and
identification.
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Ïn addition, building codes and zoning by-laws frequently stipulate

minimum floor space areas and lot sizes which in effect prohibit the

construction of low cost housinq.

Given this situation and the failure of the trinkle dow-n process to

provide the quantity and quality of housing necessary ro ensure clean, warm

shelter for low- income groups it has now become apparent that government

involvement is necessary in this segment of the market.

, While there is no 'best way' to universally improve all housing

deficiencies among low income groups, it is nevertheless recognized that

given the circumstances and problems of a particular situation, the selection

of one alternative will undoubtedly be more effective in alleviating the

(b) that state aid should concentrate on producing a high volume of housing
at reasonable levels of rent or cost within reach of those not served by
the operations of the normal housÍng market.

(c) that supplementary speciai subsidy should be made available to all
those families and individuals who, because of age or income, cannot
afford the economic costs of the state-aided general output. It is a
characteristic of most European housing policies that those receiving
the supplemental subsidy are in no way identified and that the subsidy
is available to all, not only to those living in the new social housing units"

In Canada, however, there is in general no overall approach that includes
the low-income segments of the population as well as the upper-income segments.
When Government is involved in the provision of low-income housing, it is
closely related to the concept of w-elfare. The result is that low-income housing
is for the most part on a project basis with the result that negative identification
invariably occurs.

Good Housinq for Canadians, op. cit" p. 13

96..- -Most residential construction in Canada is privately initiated. The
proporation of housing starts which are publicly initiated rarely exceeds 2 per cent"

Good Housinq for Canadians, op. cit. p. 35

9f"'John H. Haas, "Residential Housing Problems -- Diagnosis and
Treatment", A Housins Manifesto, (Washington, D. C": Workshop 22I, Inc",
1964), p" 14"
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problem than another. In view of fhis the <aloçlie¡ of one of the followinq

alternatives to improve the plight of the elderly must necessarily take into

account the particuiar problems and aspects of the River-Osborne area.

Basically there are two principle ways of providing an adequate
supply of suj-table housing at prices older people can afford. We can
raise older people's incomes -- or we can lower the cost of the
housing to the older customer.9B

whíle various forms of these two means have been applied, the basrc

principles are the same. The foliowing discussion of these alternatives

is intended to demonstrate the advantages, potentials and limitations of

each alternative which might be applied to provide for the housínq needs

of the elderly and other low income housing groups. By examining the

various alternatives for the improvement of the housing in the River-

Osborne area, it is hoped that the most su.itable and likely choice in view

of the characteristics of the area will become self-evident.

THE PROVISTON OF ADEQUATE INCOME

Income Supplement

There is almost complete agreement amongst experts in the field

of housing that the most sure way to improve the housing conditions of

needy groups such as the aged is to increase their income. It is maintained

by proponents of this philosophy that by raising the income position of

older people to an adequate living ievel, we are in fact increasinq their

ability to be free and independent in the market and eventually the housing

gR^
"'George w. Grier, "Housing for the Elderly", Tournal of Housinq,

(September, 1965), pp. 23 - 24.
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market w-ould be awakened to their desires.99

During recent years there has been a growing body of evidence

that suggests that the provision of a minímum guaranteed income for

low income famj-lies and indÍviduals may eventually become more readily

accepted by canadians as the basic form of a w-elfare prosram.

Basically, there are two principle means which have been

suggested to provide an annual guaranteed income. The most common

type of guaranteed income proposal is that which could be provided by

a 'negative income tax' . The negative tax is simply a government subsidy

to all families and individuals whose incomes are below a given'poverty

line'. Provided that the subsidy granted does not make up 100 per cent
100

of the difference between actual earned income and the minimum

aa
Grier, pg. cit. , p. 27.

100¡4u.1t of the opposition of the concept of a negative income tax
has centred around the issue of the disincentive it would create for
persons who earn close to the minimum guaranteed income. This would
be especialiy true of a negative tax system which would provide a I00
per cent subsidy of the dÍfference between an actual earned income and
the guaranteed minimum income. To overcome this problem, Milton
Friedman of the University of Chicago has suggested a 50 per cent subsidy.
Supporters of this type of subsidy argue that a 100 per cent subsidy would
simply encourage poor people not to work at all" with a partial subsidy
they would be encouraged to work because any increase in their earned
income would also increase their total income. Any partial subsidy
program would retain a strong incentive for the poor to improve their total
income.

Milton Friedman, capitalism and Freedom, (chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1gG2)
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guaranteed income, it is suggested by those in favour of this scheme

that two major advantages exist over the current w-elfare system:

(1) it provides a positive incentive for persons to leave the welfare

rolls; and,

(2) because of its universal nature, it is less demeaning than the

current welfare system" while the latter advantaoe âcnrr rês only

to those receiving a subsidy, the former is a benefit to all members

of society. The welfare recjn jent is heftor nff both financiallv and

'in spirit' by taking whatever work is available, even at a low waqe"

The taxpayer is better off for the cost of subsidy payments is reduced

as welfare recjnients innraase their 
"urrrino".l0l

In addition, Reuben Baetz has also suggested that a negative

income tax system would also seri¡ê to nrnr¡ido m6gl help to those in

greatest financial need where as convential public assistance programs

often breakdow n.I02

A second basic approach to the concept of a guaranteed minimum

íncome is that of a universal demoqranr.

The universal demogrant proposal would operate on a much larger
scale, providing not merely income supplements to those whose incomes
fall below an established minimum, but a uniform payment to all,
regardless of means. The demogrant might, or might not, be included

101--"*Ronald w. crawley and David A. Dodge, "cost of Guaranteed
Annual fncome", canadian Tax Tournal, xvII, No" 6, (November, 1g69), p.39s.

r ^ôt'oReuben C. Baetz, "Guaranteed Annual Tnr:nme'r lìanaclian Welfare,
Voi.. 45, (November, 1969) .
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in income for tax purposes; in the former case it would be partially
recouped from those w-hose incomes are subject to tax. The universal
demogrant is to be distinguished from the widely accepted welfare
principle of partial demog:ants payable to particular groups such as
children or the elderly. luJ

\A¡hila mnct ovnarfq ^ñrôâ fhat thg¡g WOUId inVafiablV he some ¡errroo nfLrtvr e vv vutu lll v ql rUv¿J uç ÐVIIIç UggI çU (JI

disincentive associated with both fundamental schemes.

. ".a universal demogrant is likeiy to have the greatest disin-
centive effect, and that a negative income tax at constant rate
would have a smaller effect, whÍle the smallest disincentives would
be created by a negative income tax at "progressive rates" " 

104

While the debate over fho rrnoqtìnn nf inçs¡fives is of cOnSiderable

importance as it regards employable workers, it is of less sisnificance in

meeting the needs of the aged and other indigent persons who for some

reason or other are unable to work" As noted previously in this study,

the elderly are frequently physically incapable of continuing employment

or find themselves unemployable because of outmoded skills or compulsory

retirement. In the opinion of the author, the provision of a guaranteed

minimum income, espeically as it regards the elderly, could serve to

overcome many of the housing difficulties which they presently experience.

Not only would an increased income permit a wider range of

choice for living accommodation but would presumably increase the

involvement of private enterprÍse in the provision of low cost housrng.

't n?'""f. cutt,
(Toronto: 19 6 B) , pp .

"The Guaranteed Income", The Canadian Forum,
225 - 229.

104
rbid.
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In Canada, it has recently been recognized that in order to solve

the housing difficulties which exist for many low income individuals and

f¡mìììac tha nr¡þ|em must be attacked by abandoning the trickle down¿\lr¡¡ ¿! rv u , vs v1

approach to a large extent and alternately attempting to provide iow income

housing directly. Accordingly, the C. M" H. C. capital budget for 1970

places by far its greatest emphasis on providing low income housing by

"allocating $570,000,000 of its $584,000,000 capital budget to build
l nq

35,000 low income units.t'rvw While much of this $570,000,000 reserved

for public housing is to be spent on traditional Iimited-return or non-

profit projects as well as provincial grants for public housing, $200,000,000

is being reserved

... to support new techniques for reaching families and
individuals suffering deprivation because of tight housing conditions
and high costs " In this latter regard, innovation could have
beneficial and long-term implications and as I've stated before, I
will consider any new form and tenure of housing, use of land, an
innovation in building methods provided it is directly related to
the need for low cost housing preferabiy in metropolitan and urban'I n^areas. " ""

The latter provision which seeks to involve private enterprise to a greater

extent in providing low cost housing appears to be of considerable worth

as a potential alternative to the disadvantages inherent in public housing

and conversely recognizes the advantages of involving private developers

10 5,, -" To Build 35, 000 lJnits" , l[inUpCg (Winnípeg, Manitoba)_Free
Press, February 3, 1970.

l06Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, "CMHC Seeks
Proposals for Low-Income Housing", News Release of Hon. Robert Andras,
Minister Responsible for Housíng (Ottawa: March 10, 1970).
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in all nhases of the housino -arket,107

In establishing a long-range program for meeting the low income

housingi requirements of the elderly these, as well as a number of other

relevant factors must be considered. As noted earlier in this study,

the income position of the elderly has steadily improved over the last

few years and as more and more elderly become eiigible to receive the

benefits of improved private pension schemes, as well as the Canada

Pension PIan, this trend can be expected to continue. This in fact has

been the case as evidenced by the declining number of persons receiving

additional social allowance welfare to subsidize their rents. 108 Given

the efforts of the federal government to encourage private enterprise to

provide low cost housing, it w-ould then appear that eventually a much

greater proportion of the elderly wili be able to afford housing of their

own choice on the free market, By providing the aged with a minimum

guaranteed income over the next few years while the benefits of the

income programs that wiil eventually improve their plight come into

full effect, especially if complemented by further encouragement of low

cost housing by private enterprise, the housing circumstances of the

aged could be greatly improved" Further, this would make unnecessary

L07 -For a comprehensive discussion of the implications and
advantages of involving private enterprise in the provision of low income
housing, see William H. Neville, "What the $2O0-million innovative
housing fund means to private buíIders", Buildinq and Manaqement, VoI. 9,
(April , I97 0) , pp . 29 - 31 .

I nQ'""IJnder a program which is administered by the Manitoba Department
of Health and Social Services, elderly people w-ith limited resources and with
substantial medical costs may receive a social welfare allowance designed
to supplement their rent.
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the massive public housing efforts presently felt necessary to satisfy

the need for low income housing. While the cost of providing a guaranteed

minimum income would probably be more costly than current welfare

programs, depending on the scheme adopted and the minimum floor

income, these costs would probably decrease considerably in the

future, as other pension schemes become more prominent.109 This is

not to suggest that subsidized housing projects should or could be

abandoned entirely as a means of providing low income housing for the

aged. Among the elderly, there wiii always be persons who will even

in the future be ineligible for improved pensions for one reason or

another. Therefore, while there is some justification in building some

specially designed public housing units which could serve to satisfy

the social needs of the aged for those who desire this type of accommo-

dation and especially in the River-Osborne area where no such

provisions exist, a more desirable long-term goal which would more

efficiently and imaginatively serve to meet the needs of the aged

wouid be the establishing of a minimum guaranteed income.

109
Canada, Department of Labour, "How WiIl Guaranteed

fncome Affect Social Welfare Costs" , The Labour Gazette, VoI . 70,
No. 1 (January, i970) ,p.22.
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Rent Certificate

A related form of income subsidy which has been applied in the

Metropolitan Toronto area is a program of rent certificates. Under this

plan, the Toronto Housing Authority enters into direct leases with owners

of vacant dwelling units. These units, in turn, are rented by the housing

authority to famiiies of low income who have made applications to the

êuthority for accommodations.ll0 Tenant families then make rental

payments to the Housing Authority and the difference between the negotiated

rent and the rent paid by tenant familÍes is made up by the Provincial

Government subsidy payments. Several advantages of this type of subsidy

have been cited such as:

- the introducti-on of low- income families into the mainstream

nf ^n*-trnif¡¡ l' ',,.,r.rvlng;

- maximum use has been made of the private rental market at

times when the effective demand for rental accommodation

at economic rents have been soft;

- there are no initial capital costs;

- economic integration of low and middle income families has

Ìroon nnq cilri o "yvusrvrv/

110P" E. H. Brady, "Rent Certificate plan Operating in Canada:
First Years' Experience Analyzed" , Tournal of Housinq, (september, lg65) ,

Þp. 2II - 212.
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- operating subsidies are generally Iess;

- the resources of the private building industry have been mobilized.lll

However, the success of this program has been Iimited under certain

conditions, flourishing only when there is favorable market conditions; when

the right kind of housingi is available at the right location; and when rental
119

rates are reasonable. "' This program has been used primarily for low-income

families and in conjunction with other related housing programs. While this

type of program has some potential as a supplement to other related programs

in the River-Osborne area, the relatively low vacancy rates and the sheer

magnitude of the problem in terms of the number of eiderly persons in the

area would prevent this scheme from being any more than a partial solution.

THE PROVISION OF LOW INCOME HOUS]NG

As indicated in the preceding section,

to provide suitable housingi at prices people can

a solution of which a variety of forms have been

Rent Control

Since the success and effects

of application, there is understandably

one of the two basic means

afford is to lower its cost;

atl'am nf arle Luv¡¡¡y Lvq .

of rent control vary

no common body of

r¡¡ifh tho qrzqfam

^-ì^{ +^ i+^LrPrrrrLJrr cIÞ L\-, r-LÞ

111mio.

TT2
Ibid "
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worth. Although it is generally applied as a temporary measure to stabilize

rental rates in times of severe housing shortages such as war, it has

increasingly become a standard tool of housing policy.

Lindbeck, in ðn essay regarding rent control comments that the

motives for applying rent control are largely unjustified and that the goals

it seeks to achieve could be more easily attained by more direct n'ruurrr.113

l t?-""Ihe rationale behind rent control policy typically is for a

variety of reasons. These are stated by Lindbeck as follows:

(1) To stimulate general housing demand in order to achieve a high
:nÄ r=nirllv jnr-rêâ sinn hnll sin.r r]nnslrmniinn nf tha nnnrrlatìnn ASulru ¡uyru!J r¡ru¡çuorrrv rfvuÐ¿1¡v vvlfÈulttIJLrvt¡ ur Lt¡Ç IJvIJuruLrvl

a whole "

(2) To keep down rents of new houses in order to stabilize costs and
volume of house construction.

(3) To prevent a (considerable) redi,stribution of income and wealth
from tenants to house-owners and also to achieve a more equitable
distribution of real income amons tenants.

(4) To help low-income families, particularly such families with
children, to compete in the housing market with other household
r-rator-rnrioq - Thlls. the alrihoritjes wanf fn otlArantee theSe¿¡¡qp,

families a larger fraction of total housing consumption than they
would get in a market without rent control.

(5) To direct total demand for housing consumption in favor of large
weil- equipped dweilings .

(6) To dampen tendencies to cost inflation"

Assar Lindbeck, "Rent Control as an Instrument of Housing Polícy"
The Economic Problems of Housinq, Adela Adam Nevitt (ed.), Proceedings
of a Conference held by the International Economic Association, 1965
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1967) , pp. 53 - 72.
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For example, Lindbeck states that the housing consumption

distribution goal of helping low income families to compete in the housing

market couid be more effectively reached by directly granting subsidies
't1a

TO rnem " '* '

The presence of rent control has further been attributed with the

compounding of undesirable effects which it is intended to overcome.

Fisher illustrates this in the following statement:

There is evidence that the presence of a large inventory of rental
units at below-market rents has caused a larger portion of the newly
constructed units to be built and held for higher rents than would have
been the case without rent control. The builder appears to have been
fearful of trying to compete for tenants who were enjoying the benefits
of rent control, and to have designed his product to appeal to those
in the market w-ho are best able to pay -- that is, there has been a
wide gap between the controlled rents in a given market area and those
demanded for_newly constructed units comparable in facilities and

'15amenities.'

Thus, it would appear that for rent control to be fuily effective a

complementary program of low income housing is also necessary. Fisher

êsserts in fact that in the City of New York where rent control has been

maintained in some parts of the city for 20 years, this may be a partial

explanation of the large role that public housing and publicly-assisted

housing have played in this post-war period.l16

114*-'For a detailed discussion of the effectiveness of rent control
in achieving its desired results, see Lindbeck, _oÞ.. cit., pp. 70 - ZZ.

I 1s-**-Ernest M. Fisher, "Twenty Years of Rent Control in New York
city", Essavs in urban Land Economics, (Los Angeles: university of
California, 1966), pp " 37 - 67 .

I tf-\
IUIU.



The most undesirable feature of rent control as it

income persons, however is the degree of inconsistency it

91

affects low

causes in the

rental market for persons of similar j.ncomes. This situatj-on is pointed

out by Leo Grebler who states;

Housing expenditures of those protected by rent control have
declined substantially in relation to their incomes, while most of the
ever increasing group of consumers who were not in possession of
prewar dwellings have to pay the fuil economic costs of housing at
postwar price levels. The unity of the price system prevailing in a
market operation is broken by rent control, and broken in such a way
as to create sharp and unjustifiabie inequities between different
groups of consumers of about equal capacity to pay . ., Rent control
can hardly be advocated as a cure of the basic imperfections of the
market, since it superimposes its own inefficiences in the allocation
and equitable distribution of space on those of the market operations" 117

From the observations made in New York City this appeared to be

indeed the case as rent control, designed to benefit low-income and aged

families, tended to benefit higher income families whose relative need was

less.

since most rental units in the River-osborne area which have been

constructed in the past few years have been high rental accommodation, it

would appear to the author that tho imnlomanratìon of rent control at this time

without the construction of any additional low income units in the area would

only serve to aggravate the situation further.

Housing Rehabilitation

since it can be safely assumed that many of the dwelling units in

the River-Osborne area which are in need of major repair are occupied by

lanql- ìmnrnr¡a fha nrr¡l itrz nfr¡¡¿y¡v wqsr¡Ly vr1ow-income elderly, a possible solution to at

r l7Ibid 
.



their housing circumstances could be a program of
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hou sing rehabilitation.

those most in need, bothHowever, given the low-income

elderly and low income families,

characteristics of

requirements upon examination

following quotatíon:

this alternative proves unrealistic for their

The problems involved are stated in the

Any kind of private rehabilitation requires new capital investment.
Therefore, it invariably results in increases in the prices or rents of
dwellings. Whether rehabilitation serves to increase the dollar pri-ce
or the dollar rent or merely to prevent an otherwise unavoÍdable decrease
in the price or rent of the dwelling is of tittte importance. In a profit
economy, the investment presumably wiil not be made unless it increases
the marginal return on the property and unless the return on the new
investment is equal to that available from alternative investment
opportunitie s .

Under these circumstances, private rehabilitation, even when it
takes place under the spur of housing code enforcement, can serve
only limited purposes in the housing market for low-income families "

Its chief function is to improve the quality of low-rent dwellings which
are already available to low-income families.llB

As the most basic problem facing the low income elderly is, in the

final analysis, an unsatisfactory rent to income ratio, at least private

rehabilitation as a remedy for the problems presently being experienced by

the low income elderly could hardly be considered adequate

Under the terms of Section 35 A of the National Housing Act, public

acquisition and improvement of exi-sting stock for public housing is possible

However, this solution has not been extensively used as a means of housinq

rehabilitation or for the provision of public housing in the past" While thÍs

solution probably has some potential at least as a complementary form of a

housing program for the low income residents of the River-Osborne area.

|iQ
""Meyerson, Terrett and Wheaton, gg. cit. , p i90
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fr rrtheli nr¡est'i oation of the nature and character of housino whir:h mioht be!Y rr L vu

available is nece s sary.

To provide for the particular needs of the River-Osborne area, it is

rho nninian nr the author that a suitable program that will improve the qualityyr vvr errr

of life of those eiderly persons presently experiencing housing difficulties

w-ill necessarily require an additional supply of low income housing. Since

private enterprise would be unable to meet the need for low income housing

for the elderiy at the present time, it is apparent that some form of

government subsidy and involvement is necessary. Under the present

legislation, federal assistance is primarily in the form of low interest,

long-term, insured loans to non-profit groups, certain public agencies
'i 10

and individ.uals. "' Under the National Housing Act, two basic forms

of financial assistance designed to encourage public and private efforts

in the provision of low rental housing are available.

Low Rental Housing

Under Section 16 of the Natj.onal Housing Act, loans are available

to any organization, corporation or individual wishing to undertake low

rental nroiects ejthcr thrnrrl^rh nêW COnStrUCtron Or the nUrchaSe ancl imnrô\/ê-¡r'¡vJvvLe Lr¡¿vq:,rr L¡uvLlvrr vf Ltlç yurur¡uÐç qrtu rr¡ry¡vvu

ment of existing buildings. Accommodation provided under these arrangements

'Lr q,-'The details of the Federal Government programs are too
complicated to present in Iiterary form. Accordingly, an abbreviated form
of the available progrâms js,, shown in Appendix G.
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is intended to serve famiiies and individuals whose incomes are inadequate

to meet current rentals on the open market. These facilities are used

extensively by such organizations as church groups and service clubs

to support their efforts in undertaking housing projects on a non-profit

basis, particularly for elderly and handicapped persons. Under these

arrangements the lowest possible rentals are achieved through the speicial

terms of the N. H. A. loan w-hich i-s at a preferred rate of interest and for

an amortization period of up to 50 years. While low rental projects

sponsored by philanthropic organizations are extremely worthwhile and can

do much to alleviate the problems of the elderly, especially as a short-

term solution in particular areas, it would be impossible to satisfy the

total need by such means.

Public Housino

Although the merits of public housing have been a long debated

issue, there is, nor will there likely in the near future, any common

body of opinion as to its worth. Opponents of public housing have

traditionaliy opposed the concept not so much on principle but rather the

form in which it is applied and administered. Usualiy applied on the large

project type basis, it is held that the residents become identified and

stigmatized as welfare cases. Whiie these criticisms are undoubtedly

valid in most instances, it represents under present legisiation, the only

alternative and hope for many who are unable to compete in the free market.

As is the case for many elderly residents living close to the minimum
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õlì^r^nfôôd ìn¡¡'* -..__,ne /

these ðre usually families above the level of indigent, and,
therefore not qualified as recipients of public welfare. They are
in the twilight zone of social and financial incompatibility with the
rest of their fellow citizens and their greatest deficiency is lack
of adequate housing. Because of this deficiency, their condition
will deteriorate and they will sooner or later become a burden or
even a menace to the community that tends to ignore their-p^l^ight
and, at times, even denies knowled.ge of their existence" 120

Although providing for the housing requirements of the elderiv

could probably best be achieved in the long-run through the establishment

of a minimum guaranteed income such that the demands of the aqed could

be satisfied through the private market, a well designed low income

housing project in the River-osborne area to help overcome the acute

shortage which exÍsts there presently would be extremely worthwhile.

While pubiic housing as it is presently employed for low income families

could undoubtedly stand improvement, it is the opinion of the author that

the cfitj-cisms Ievelled at it are of considerably less importance when

the SOCial needS of fho oldarlrz ^re taken intO aCCouni and osnar-.i¿]ly When

coupled with characteristics of the River-Osborne area" As pointed out

earlier in this study, segregated housing for elderly persons can frequently

serve as a basis for more satisfying social contôct and that given some

measure of independence, is actually preferred in many instances. Since

the only type of housing accommodation designed especially for the aged

t20=_---Haas, _q!.. cit., p. 55
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in the River-Osborne area at the present time is a number of nursing homes,

it would appear that the greatest contribution towards providing a continuity

of living accommodations for the aged couid be made through the construction

of both independent and hostel type dwellings for both single and married

elderly p"r=or,r.121 Of particular significance for the design of a low

income housing project for the River-Osborne area is the larqe number of

single elderly women over the age of 75. since many of this segment of

the elderly population can be expected to be especiaily hard pressed

financiaily and unable to care for themselves, a high priority should be

placed on providing hostel type accommodation consistent with their needs.

The Provision of a Suitable Environment

As indicated in previous chapters, housing for the elderly must

necessarily involve more than the provision of a physical structure which

affords clean, w-arm shelter" For the elderly to iontinue in an active and

self-supporting role, they must also be provided with an environment

which permits them to retain some measure of independence in their daily

activities. In view of this, the following discussion is intended to

consider some of the positive and negative features of the environmenr

in the River-Osborne area as well as the various proposals for its

12 1_,'lhe statement that a number of nursing homes are present in
the River-Osborne area does not mean to imply there is no need for this
type of accommodation. A survey carried out by the Age and Opportunity
Bureau in December, 1968 showed that nursing homes throughout
Metropolitan Winnipeg are filled to 100 per cent capacity. Therefore to
determine the need for nursing home type accommodation in the River-
Osborne area, further study is fequired.
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redevelopment as they affect or may affect the quality of life of its elderly

residents.

As the situation presently exists, at least a portion of the River-

Osborne area would appear to be ideally suited to provide many of the needs

which the aged require within their normal ambit to continue an active and

seif-supporting role. Almost all of the criteria iisted in Appendix H

recommended for consideration in the selection of public housing sites

exist within a short distance of River Avenue. Srradbrooke Avenue and

osborne Street.l22

In contrast to this central position of the River:Osborne area

those areas which lie east and west of this vicinity are considerably

farther from a commercial area of anv sionjfir-:anr size and lack a choice

of bus routes such as those which converge on that particular vicinity.

see Figure 5-1" As it can be observed in Figure 5-2, the foilowinq

features which are of importance to the elderiy are situated in the

immediate vicinity surrounding the three major thoroughfares.

churches " Eight major churches are located within a quarter

I22^---see Figure 5-2" The point selected for the centre of the
one-half and one-quarter mile radius drawn as the recommended maximum
walking distance to required facílities has been selected as it has been
proposed as a potential site for the specific project being considered by
the Community Ecumenical Ministry. A number of alternative sites within
the immediate vicinity were also investigated but were ultimately rejected
due to such factors as excessive cost or prohibitive zoning. whiie
crrcumstances may prevent this particular site from being acquired, a site
reasonably close would be equally weli suited.
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mile radius of the site being proposed for a senior citizens housing project.

Among the denominations represented are United, Anglican, Roman Catholic,

Baptist, Christian Science, Church of Christ and Mennonite"

Shoppinq facilities. Two major shoppÍng centres are located

withÍn easy access of the proposed site, one of which is located on the

corner of River Avenue and Osborne Street and the other near the southern

a:¿fromìtrz nf tho qfrrdr¡ ¡ra¡ r- addition to these mFìior shnnninrr r-:enters.¿¡r ssurLrv¿¿ Lv Lr¡çÐç rrluJvr ÐtlvlJyrrlv -v..-v- v /

a number of more specialized shops and services are located in the

immediate vicinity. Among those are a drugstore, two banks, a firehall

and liquor store as well as a variety of specialty shops located in the

comrnercial area along Osborne Street. The location of the most important

of these facilities is shown in Fiqure 5-2.

Medical facilities. Two clinics which offer both medical and

dental services are located within a short distance of Osborne Streer.

Victoria Hospital is also located r'lnqa lrrz hnrazovs¡ it is to be abandoned

in August , !g70. 123

I23_^.. 
,While the hospital services provided by Victoria Hospital are

to be discontinued, a number of philanthropic organizations have expressed
interest in it for the purpose of converting it to a nursing home. While no
concrete proposals or arrangements have been made, such a scheme could
contribute to the continuity of iiving arrangements previously mentioned
as being necessary for a neighborhood consistent wÍth the needs of the aqed.
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Transportatj-on services. Since the aged are probably more

dependent on public transportation than any other group, the bus services

provided are of extreme importance. In this regard the River-Osborne

area is extremely well endowed. As Figure 5*l indicates, four ma;or

bus routes are within easy access of the River Avenue, Stradbrooke Avenue

and osborne street vicinity. The osborne street bus is of special

importance as it allows easy access to both the northern and southern

portion of Metropolitan Winnipeg as well as the downtown area" Similarly,

the Grant Avenue bus makes the heart of the downtown business district

easily accessible.

While the foregoing features in the River Avenue, Stradbrooke

Avenue and Osborne Street areas would appear to indicate the desirability

of locating a senior citizen's housing project in the immediate area, a

notable deficiency is the lack of adequate open space facilities " While

"it iS recommendod fhat oìcht ^ñreS per thousand population be considered

an adequate and reasonable standard for public open space within the

entire Metropolitan winnipeg area ,"L24 the River-osborne Recreation

Committee estimates that only .3 acres per thousand are present in the

River-osborn" ur"u.125 while Figure 5-2 indicates that two parks are

located within the half-mile radius described it is clear that anv

124
Problems

and Standards Study,
Research Ltd., Metropolitan Winnipeq parks Svstems
(Saskatoon, Saskatchewan: December, 1g6g) , p. 24.

125^.'-"The River-Osborne Recreation Committee consists of a number
of interested cj-tizens w-orking in cooperation with the Community Ecumenical
Ministry to promote and administer activities for residents of the area.
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redevelopment efforts in the future should include the provision of parks

or other similar open spaces. In addition to the lack of open space in the

area, there are no recreation facilities designed especially for the elderly

at the present time. However, the Community Ecumenical Ministry in

cooperation with the Age and Opportunity Centre is prepared to operate

and administer a day care centre within the proposed project itself which

would be designed to ser.,ve not only the residents of the project itself

but also the other elderly residents in the area. The inclusion of a rlar¡

care centre wÍthin the project would promote socÍal integration amonq the

aged themselves while the character of the neighborhood itself including

its churches and shopping facilities would permit ample opportunity to

interact with other age groups. Further the inclusion of a day care centre

for the proposed housing project would further indicate the desirability

of locating in the central part of the River-Osborne area such that the

site would then become accessible to the maximum number of elderlv

residents throughout the remainder of the area.

In accordance with the Metropolitan Development Plan which

designates the River-Osborne area as an area of "high density development

in the city within a short distance of the central business district" 126

there has been a tremendous growth of high rise apartments in recent years.

While the area is situated in an ideal location in relation to the downtown

t26
M etropolitan Development Plan
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business district for this type of development, the related services

necessary to accommodate this growth have been inadequate. This

situation has been especially true as it regards the capability of the

road network in the area to handle the tremendous increase in traffic

movement and parking requirements. Such has been the magnitude of the

problem that the Winnipeg Area Transportation Study has recommended

for the near future "ô bridge across',the,, Assiniboine River in the vicinity

of Nassau Street with its primary function to provide additional access

to downtown for vehicular traffic originating from the high density residential

area w-hich IÍes between Corydon Avenue and the Assiniboíne River."I27

However this solution would appear to be extremely undesirable given the

disruptive effect it would have on the social quality of the River-Osborne

area by having an additional major arterial parallel to Osborne Street and

in such close proximity. In addition, the widening of Nassau Street

which would be required for such a scheme would involve the destruction

of a number of apartment blocks w-hich front immediately adjacent to the

sides of the street or are located in its proposed path. A more likely

proposal which has been suggested to alleviate the Ímmediate probiem

would involve widening osborne Street. while such a scheme would

probabiy be sufficient to effectively overcome the existing traffic problem,

the continued development of high rise apartment buitdings w-ould soon

1 0'7r L I Metropolitan Corporation of Greater WinnÍpeg,
Transit T)ir¡jsion. M/innineo Aroa Transnnrfaf inn Studv. Vot.''
September, i96B), p. 168.

Streets &
III, (Winnipeg:
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make even this improvement inadequate. As the situation presently exists,

much of the area is zoned R-3. Althouqh resuirements of a R-3 district

usually restrict apartment type dwellings to three stcries precedents have

been set in the R-3 districts of the area by allowing high rise apartments

to be built. Given this situation, it is reasonable to expect that other

high rise apartments will be buiit throughout the area and especially along

its major traffic routes. If the trend towards high rise, high rental

dwellings is alLowed to continue, the character of the area which at the

present time serves to contribute towards the achievement of a more

complete iife role for the aged and families of limited means will be

destroyed. If the social and economic costs of constructing new

facilities such as major traffic routes w-hich would have to be provided

to accommodate this potential development are to be avoided and the

resident s who are presently being dispiaced by redevelopment accommodated

in the area, zoníng regulations should be revised and enforced more rigidiy

than they have in the past to encourage a lower residential density and

housing more in accordance with the needs and financial resources of the

residents presently living there"



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study has attempted to outline, both in general and specifÍc

terms, some of the housing and related problems facing our present

elderly popuiation and society as a whole. It has attempted to illustrate

the close relationship amongst the various elements which combine to

determine the degree of success that society has in providing a suitable

housing program for the aged and hence the quality of life they are able

to enjoy. Several of the factors given special consideration in this study

include:

(a) The present economic and social roles played by the aged in

today's urban, industrialized society and the consequences of

these roles on their housing circumstances.

/r \(b) The effects on the elderly of the physical and geographic pattern

that has emerged in most North American cities in recent years"

(c) The physical, social, economic and mental capacities and

iimitations of the aged as they affect the range and variety of

housing suitable to the elderly.

(d) The imnar':f of nnljtir:al and cultural ideals as thev manifest\5/ sr tvgurÐ uu Ltr91 llts¿¡rruoL

themselves in policy and practices and subsequently affect the

housing circumstances of the aged"

Obviously, the solutions to many of the problems and issues

105
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discussed are conti-ngent wíth and highly dependent on the basic overall

values and priorities held by society and hence can be solved only

fhr^rrnh a tr¡n "fcrmation of cultural attitudes. For examnle the npoatir¡pur uLLILuuçÐ. I vr ç1!u¡¡Iyrç, LIIç rrUVuL!vç

valuation of the aged, stemming from society's preoccupation with youth

and productivity and which in no small way affects the degree of consider-

ation given the aged in employment and housing practices, could only be

overcome through a progrêm of public education or the emergence of a new

set of values.

Howeve' m^n\z nf rho nroblems experienced could be solved

within the present political, cultural and economic framework within

which we are presently working with a recognition of needs and an

application of proper programs and policies.

In the remainder of this chapter, a number of recommendations

and conclusions are made which would, in the opinion of the author,

serve to overcome the immediate problem at hand in the River-Osborne

area and also the long-term interests of the elderly in the urban

environment generally.

Conclusions - General

1. For the elderly, the enjoyment of a quality of life

consístent with the ideals of our contemporary culture is highly dependent

on their housing circumstances. Housing which can perform this role

however must include more than the basic requirements of health, safety

and convenience . It must also include accommodation within their
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abiiity to pay as well as being located and designed such as to contribute

to a continued and active iife role.

2. Whiie it is undoubtedly true that retirement from the

active labour f¡rr-o ie tho n'i ma¡y cause of the elderly occupying a poor

economic positÍon, their plight has been aggravated by the fact that few

had the opportunity to provide adequately for theÍr later years due to such

factors as an economic depression, a major war and inadequate private

and public pension schemes. It seems reasonable to assume that qiven

the incfea sino a:ônr':êrn nf nrirzafo ontarnri qo tn imnrn-,^ +}.^.iF h^ñLrru ¿lrvrçqÐrrrv uvrreE¡rr ur }JrrvclLe v¡rLUr¡Jr¡ru uv rlnpfOVe theif penSiOn

schemes as well as current trends by government to take a more actrve

role in providing support for the disadvantaged as is evidenced by the

growth of health programs, old age security and the Canada pension plan,

the elderly of the future will not exnerienr:e rho same difficulties of the

present elderly. In the determination of long-range policy for the housinq

circumstances of the aged, this fact is especially significant.

3. Whiie urban development in past decades has presented

the elderly with neÍghborhoods consistent w-ith their physical needs and

capacities, present suburban development is completely unsuited to the

elderly with a reduced life space " Not only is this type of development

unsatisfactory for the elderly who presently prefer to live in the suburbs

but also fails to consider the aging process and that eventually problems

will be created for younger residents presently living there and who will

desire to remain there. Thus it would appear that an objective of
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community planning of considerable worth w-ould be to account for the

needs of the aged in the overall design of any new developments both in

the design of a certain proportion of dwelling units and i"n the provision

of required facilities in the neighborhood.

The planning and redevelopment of an area should be

designed in accordance with the goals of the people who make up that

community especially as it regards the elderly who tend to be less

mobile and place a higher value on remaining in areas familiar to them"

5. By faiiing to exploit the potentials and resources of

older people through our negative attitudes towards the aged, soci-ety

ìs doìno itself a disservice. With a new imaoe of oid aoe and ar!¡¡ru:j u v! vru uv u u¿¿u s¡¡

appreciation of the fact that older people have skills and creativity which

are needed by others, a new social role could be created which would

result in a more positive identification by both themselves and by others"

However, the satisfactory use of leisure time by older people is dependent

on such factors as financial security, adequate housing, physical and

mental health and the availability of facilities to assist those who cannot

depend entÍrely on their own resources, e" g", day care centres.

Conclusions - The River-Osborne Area

6. There is a serious shortage of low-income housing in

the River-Osborne area whích w-ould permit many elderly residents to pay

a more realistic proportion of their income for accommodation and thus

free income presently devoted to housing to otherwise enhance therr

Ã
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quality of life. since many of the residents presently in need of iow-

income housing indicated a preference for segregated housing at least

a portion of the shortage should be made up by living arrangements

doqicnod oqno¡iaiirz fnr fhamv uy e v ts¡¡J ¿v¿ Lr¡urIr .

7 " The River:Osbnrt'ê ârê^ nrnrrìdgg an excellent opportunity

to develop a housing program for the aged not only because of the high

concentration of elderiy in the area but also because of the character

of the area itself with many of the specialized services required by the

elderly already present.

B. The shortage of adequate low-income housing which

would satisfy the needs of the elderlv in the area is presently about

640 units" Furthermore, considering the anticipated growth of the aged

in the next five years, there will be requirements for an additional 468

units.

9. Any housing program for the provision of low-income

housing for the elderly should be aimed prÍmarily towards singie persons.

Elderly couples generally are in a better financial position than single

elderly due to the mutual support they provide and hence they are better

able to compete on the free market" In addition, it was demonstrated

in this study that a large proportion of the aged in the River-osborne

area consist of single, widowed and divorced women.

I0. Given the relatively high cost of land in the River-

Osborne area and the general failure of the building industry to provide

low-income housing, it is unlikely that the low-income housins
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requirements wiil be met by private industry in the near future. Therefore

anv shnrt-ferm solutiOn will neCessarilv har¡e to involve not onivIt¡ ¿r9v9r uur r¿) tlu v I Lv v v r¡vL v¿rr}

interested charity organizations but also the city of winnipeg.

Recommendation s:

i . Ïn order to overcome the housing probiem of the elderly in

the long run, it is apparent that the resources of private enterprise must be

mobilized. However given the present economic crrcumstances of the

aged, the private market is unable to respond to either the needs or desires

of the aged if it expects to realize a profit. Given this situation and the

apparent inability of government subsi.dies under present programs to

provide a sufficient number of low income housing units consistent with

the economic resources of the elderly, the provision of a guaranteed

minimum income as an interim program pending the improvement of their

economic position through private and public pension schemes,should be

implemented.

2. To help overcome the acute shortage of low income housingr

for the elderly in the River-Osborne area at the present time, the City of

Winnipeg or the Community Ecumenical Ministry should undertake a low

income housing project in the immediate vicinity of River Avenue,

Stradbrooke Avenue and Osborne Street. ln the design of the project major

consideration should be given to those over the age of 75 who are single,

widowed or divorced of limited fixed incomes and who would benefit from

segregated living accommodation. For this area, ên apartment type dwelling
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w-ould be suitable and w-ould be in keepinq with the character of the

neiqhborhood.

3. That private enterprise be encouraged to provide other

forms of housing designed especially for the aged by utiiizing the funds

avaílable through the recently announced program to encourage low income

h^ìr õiñ^ T- -^.l it jrìn nrìrzata ênl-arnri ca chnrtlÁ ha ên¡^rrr^ôôd f a nrnr¡iÁalr(JLrÞr119 . Ill ClLln!LIUTI/ yl rvaLç çrILglPMg òtI(JLlILl I/ç çrruuuraVEu LU lJrLiv ruc

higher rental units for the aged who can afford it but at the same time

desire segregated housing arrangements within the normal community

to satisfy a social need.

4" That the present R-3 zoning regulations which exist

throughout most of the River-Osborne area be replaced by zoning distrj-cts

which would encourage a lower residential density. In this way the

desirable qualities which exist at present from the vantage of the elderly

might be maintained.

5. That non-profit and low rental projects be encouraged

by making charitable organizations aware of the need for low-income

elderly housing projects.

6 " That all senior citizens housing projects be designed

and located in such a fashion that they wili promote inteqration with the

surrounding neighborhood" This would permit joint use of existing

community facilities with other age groups and in addition; prevent

senior citizens projects from becoming isolated ghettos.
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5 " That a review of the housing arrangements of the low

income eLderly be made periodically, not only in the River-Osborne area/

but also throughout the remainder of Metropolitan Winnipeg such that

nr^õr.âm e m^\z lro adi n qiad a¡r'nrdinrr tn fho noad -}/! vvr s¡r¡ r lrruJ ve sqj
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APPENDIX A

PERCENTAGE D]STRIBUTION OF INCOMES BY

SEX AND AGE IN CANADA, 1961

Income
flrnrrnvr vulJ

lìLr-Ë

Under
25

oÊ._aA
L¿ J=

Aq_AA À- 1À 55-64 65-69
70 and
Over

Under $500
$ soo-$ 999

l, 000- 1,499
l, 500- 1,999
2,000- 2,499
2,500- 2,999
3,000- 3,499
3, 500- 3,999
4,000- 4,499
4,500- 4,999
5,000- 5,999
6,000- 9,999

I0,000 and ove

Totals
Average Income Í
Median Income Í
Recipients (000)

Males

22 "0
i3"4
10"6
8"5

10.3
8.6
qq

6.5
4.6
2.4
2"2
r.2
0.3

,)'
2.8
?q

4"0
6"0
72

LT"4
11.4
12 "9
9.7

L4.0
12"3
t2

'lq

OA

4"6

o?
oo

i1.6
AA

t( /l

1'7 0
qQ

2"7
??

4.0

6"6
10.1
9.9

10.7
8.0

r2 "7
rq a

6"7

AA=.=
6.2

6"1
7tr,
no

]n a

OA

o?

oq
tt "7

6.7
17 0

'ln q

10.9
qn
'70
an
qq

5.1
AA

4.6

^?27

1"0
AA ?

t6.2
10 " 6
6"9

4"0
2"8
2.0
I"4
')^
?n
lq

i00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1 A7î)

1,735
7 43.7

4,27 3
4,054
1,053.2

5,081
d 444

996 " 7

a q77

4,192
783.7

4,393
3,601
s00 " 9

3, I63
2 ,200
184.5

2,07r
T,176
.)ÀÉ. AU=U. =

r A F^^unoer Þ 5uu
$ soo-$ gee

1, 000- r ,499
1,500- 1,999
2, 000- 2 ,499
2,500- 2,999
3, 000- 3, 499
3, 500- 3,999
4, 000- 4,499
4,500- 4,999
5, 000- 5, 999
6,000- 9,999

10, 000 and ove.
Total s

Average Income Í
hlte.dian Income $

, la^'Receipients (000

Females

28.0
14 "7
12 "2
11. B

13.6
8"7
6.5

no
0"4
0.3
n?
0.1

'r2 I
1n ?

10.6
AA

1ì c
qa

1.6
1.6
11

n?

14"0
1'l ?

qa
]n A

'74
AA
2'
1'7
1Q
17
nq

24.6
]tr n
'r'l 7

oa
7^

AT

1.9
OA

^7

n^ r

11 t
on

tr,4

?1
2"6
1.5
oo

NQ

24.4
A1 tr

11.s
6.6
4tr,

2.8
2.4

1.1
0.7
1"1
I.4
^'7

4.L
68"3
11.9
5.6
3"4
tv

t"2
0.8
0.6
0.5
0"5
ñ'7

0.4
100"0 r00"0 i00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 I00.0
1,455
1,909
596.6

1 q14
1,683
449 .8

l, 864
L ,482
462 "9

'r oio
1 AAA

402.8

r,746
1,098
276"7

r ,328
BOB

138.7

1,154
836

376"4

SOURCE: DBS, 1961 Census of Canada, VoI" IV, Incomes of Individuals, Table A5
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APPENDIX B

TYPES OF HOUSING FOR THE AGED

While the majority of elderly persons prefer to Iive independently
in homes of their own or in rental accommodation, others, out of necessity
or through free choice, live in institutional type dwellings. Since the
originai almshouse in England, and later old folks homes in North America
were first started, a number of other more specialized institutions which
in general reflect the extent and nature of care provided have been initj-ated.
Under the Elderly and Infirm Persons Housing Act "passed by the LegislatÍve
Assembly of Manitoba", assistance may be provided for three types of
housing accommodation. Included among them are:

1. Elderly Persons' Housino Unit means housing accommodation
that has separate kitchen and bathroom facilities for either
one or two elderly persons who are capable of living independently.

2 " Hostel means a building used for housing accommodation for
three or more elderly persons who require minimal assistance
or supervision around activities of daily Iiving in which the
kitchen and bathroom facilitÍes, or bathroom facilities only,
are used by three or more elderly persons;

3. Personal Care Home means a building used for accommodation
of persons who in the opinion of a duly quaiífied medj_cal
practitioner require continual or intensive assistance and
supervision in their daily living "

SOURCE: Elderly and Infirm Persons'Housing Act, Bill No. 10S,
Manitoba Legislative Assembly, (winnipeg, Manitoba: The eueen's
Printer, 1964), pp. I - 2"
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APPENDIX C

PROJËCT]ON OF ELDERLY RES]DENTS FOR THE
RIVER_OSBORNE AREA FOR i975

MALES

Arr a

Group
Present

P op ulation
Survival

Rate
Projection to

1975

55-64

65-70

70 & Over

487

197

4LL

98044

96525

89119

477

190

366

1,033

FEMALES

55-64

65-70

70 & Over

768

327

879

98944

97893

91230

TOTA]

759

320

B 01_
1,800

2,9I3

SOURCE: Canadian Life Table -- 1960-62
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CALCUI-AT]ONS FOR
STRUCTURE ]N

APPENDIX D

EST]MATE OF ]DEALIZED RENT
THE RIVER-OSBORNE AREA

In order to present an ideal rent structure for the low- income
elderly, tw-o assumptions are necessary:

(r)
(2)

that the projected income characteristics in Table 4-4 are true;
that the present marital status characteristics for elderly persons
in Manitoba closely approxÍmates that of the River-osborne area.

As indicated in Table 4-4, approximately 600 of the l,Bl4 eiderly residents
presently receive $ttt.¿t. If the overall female to male sex ratio of 2:I is
true for these 600 persons, this w-ould sugqest that there are 400 females and
200 males. Given the marital status characteristics of the elderiy as
demonstrated in Table F-l which reveals that 43 per cent of ail elderly
women and 70 per cent of all elderly men are married, the following table
ServeS to indicafo tho ronr ¡¡nahilities of the various groups of aged.

WIDOWED, STNGLE AND D]VORCED ELDERLY

No. Receive
$rrr.+r

Þ^- /ì^^+r çI VEIIL

Si nnl a
Number
Sinnl o

RECOMMENDED

Per Cent
of Total
El d ori rz

Rent -
Income
Ratio

Males

Females

30"0 | 60

s7.0 | 228 '1 , q

15.8

"40

.40

$ 44. 00

44.00
44"00

MARRIED ELDERLY

RECOMMENDED

No. Receive
$r11.41

Ð^- ñ^*+r UI VU]IL
Per Cent I Number of Total
Married lMarried I EIderIy

Rent-
Income
Ratio

Rent
(approx.)

$ 66.00

66.00
66. 00

Males

Females

i40

172

312

7 "7

OA

a, a
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From this Table it is suggested that for almost 16 per cent of the
total number of elderly in the area, rental accommodation at a cost of
approximately $44,00 per month should be available. Similarly, for the l7
ner conf nf ali oldprlv r:nunlês nrêsêntlv rer':eir¡jnr-r r:lnso tn tho or1¿¡¿nteedyçIvv¿tLg9¡¡L¿lvLvll¡gY\

minimum income, an additional supply of rental units at approximately $00.00
per month should be availabie.

If this type of analysis is further carried out for the 430 elderly
presently receiving the partial guaranteed income supplement, the following
ideal rent structure can be demonstrated. Since the range of income of this
sector may range from $i11.41 to $I40.00 -- a median value of $i25.00 is
taken.

WÏDOWED, SINGLE AND DIVORCED ELDERLY

No. Receive
$ rz s. oo

D^- ¡/a^^+r çr vçlIL

SingIe
Number
S innl o

Per Cent
of Total
Ël d arl rz

RECOMMENDED
Rent -
Income
Ratio

Rent
(approx.)

Males

Females

L43

287

30

tr.7

0

0

43

-LOJ

206

)2,

aq
'll oIr.L

.40

.40

$ s0

50

50

.00

.00

.00

MARRIED ELDERLY

No. Receive
s125.00

Ð^- fì^^+¡ çM]]L

Married
Number
Married

Per Cent
of Total
Elderly

Rent-
Income
Ratio

Rent
(approx. )

Males

Females

143

287

70.0

43 .0

| ,oo

II r23t-
| 223t-

qç

^7
'to o
LL. L

.30

.30

$ 7s.00

75.00

75.00
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APPENDIX E

CURRENT ZONING DiSTRICTS IN RIVER-OSBORNE AREA

Present uses permitted in the area are as follows:
R 2 Two Family District

Single Family Development
Tw-o Family Development
Parks, Playgrounds, etc.
Church Offices
University
Church
Schools under jurisdiction of City of Winnipeg
Libraries, Art Galleries, Museums

*R 3 Multiple Family District
AII Uses Permitted in R 2 District
Multiple Development Such as Apartment Blocks,

Group & Row, Court Apartments, Roomino
Houses, Hotels

Private Schools
Non-profit Chartered Clubs
Hospitals, clinics and welfare Institutions exceptrng

Anj.mal, Nursing Homes and Hospitals for Contaqious
or Mental Diseases

R 2C Conversion District
All Uses Permitted in R 2 District
conversion into Multiple Development of any Existing

Building having more than B rooms and 2,400
square feet floor area (predominantly of a light
housekeeping nature)

*R 3B Planned Building Group District
High-rise Apartments subjectto council approval w-ith
limited commercial uses as accessory to apartment
(drugstore, florist shop, etc, grocery store, jewelry store)

*C 2 Commercial District
General commercial retail, signs, serf- serve raundry,

bird store¡ car wash, department or furniture store,
restaurant, medical centre, plumbing shop

All uses permitted in R 3 District
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*C 3 Commercial District
AII Uses Permitted in C 2 and R 3 Districts

M 1 Light Industrial District
All Uses Permitted in C 2 District, Light Manufacturing

Uses, Wholesalg Storage, Dyeing Plants

\/I 2 Industrial District
Any use except Residential and such use that may be

obnoxious by reason of smoke, dust, noise, etc.

* Denotes Districts Permittinq Senior Citizens Homes

SOURCE: Metropolitan Corporation of Winnipeg Zoning By-Law
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APPENDIX F

CALCUIÀT]ONS FOR THE ESTTMATE OF LOW INCOME
HOUS]NG NEED TN THE RÏVER_OSBORNE AREA

On the evidence of the 1961 Census of Canada, there were 493
badly housed families in the River-Osborne area" This includes families
that were doubled up, that occupied substandard dwellings and that required
relief from overcrowding. This total represents 19.5 per cent of aii family
units in the area. If we assume that all of those families occupying poor
housing occupy the lower one-third of all income groups, then 58.5 per cent
of low income families are iIl housed. As there are a total of 2,516 families
ín the area, it is assumed that 835 are of low income and 490 of them ill
housed.

i. Estimate of Need for Non Elderly and Elderly Families in Substandard
Dwellings

Of the total 2516 families in the River-Osborne area, 427 are
headed by elderiy persons" This represents 17 per cent of the total. Due to
the relatively poor economic position of the aged, it can be assumed they wilt i

occupy at least a proportionate share of poor housing in the area" Therefore,
of the 490 poorly housed families, it can be reasonably expected that B3 are
occupied by elderiy families and 407 by non-elderly families "

2. Estimate of Need for Non Elderly Families Paying a Disproportionate
Share of Income for Accommodati-on

The Ontario Housing Authority has arbitrarily estimated that only
two per cent of all non-elderly famiiies or six per cent of low income families
pay an excessive portion of their income for Iiving accommodation. For the
purposes of this study, it Ís assumed that this situation exists in the River-
Osborne area and that therefore there are 50 non-elderiy families making
excessive payments for decent housing.

3. Estimate of Need for Elderly Familíes PayÍng Excessive Rent to Income
Ratios

It has been estimated in social welfare studies that 35 per cent of
all elderly families are experiencing difficulty in achieving adequate housing
at reasonable costs. For approximately three-fourths of these famiiies, the
chief difficulty is excessive rent to íncome ratios. Therefore, it can be
assumed that approximately 26*per cent of aII elderly families experience
excessive rent to income ratio problems. It can therefore be concluded
that approximately 105 elderly families are experiencing this problem"

*s/4 x BST.= 26%
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4" Using marital status averages based on the province, it is estimated
that there are approximately 850 single elderly persons in the River-Osborne
area. Social welfare reports have indicated that approximately one-half
of all single elderly persons experience dÍfficulty in obtaining housing at
manageable costs, a fact whÍch would appear to be borne out in the River-
Osborne area. Thus it might be assumed that 425 single elderly persons
are experiencing housing difficulty of this nature.

NOTE: It is recognized in this analysis that categories l and 2 and also
I and 3 are not entirely mutually exclusive. However, because
of the limitations of data, a more accurate estimate of low income
housing need is impossible.
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APPENDIX G

FEDERAL LOAN AND MORTGAGE INSURANCE PROGRAM S

IN THE NATIONAL HOUSTNG ACT WHICH MAY
PROVTDE RESOURCES FOR PROJECTS TO

HOUSE THE AGED

I SECTION OF ACT: L6

Purpose of Loan: To encourage publíc and private efforts in
providing low rental accommodation for
families and individuals of low income.

This section is used by organizations such as
church groups and service clubs in undertaì<ing
housing projects on a non-profit basis, particularly
for elderly and handicapped persons.

Type of Project: New construction or the purchase and improvement
of existing buildings "

Loan Amount: Up to 95% of lendinq value subject to maximum
amounts:

Houses $25, 000 per unit
Apartments $ 18, 000 per unit
Hostels $ 7, 000 per uni_t

Term of Loan: Up to 50 years.

Interest Rate: Lower than usual rate for insured lending under
N. H. A. and set hv the Governor j-n Council.

Conditions Under
Which Loans Are
Made: -evidence of need -suitable zoning regulations

-adequate planning -adequate servÍces
-competence in administration

SOURCE: National Housinq Act



Ïi SECTION OF ACT: lF35 A (Federal - Provincial Projects)

Purpose of Scheme: Allows the Federal
of the r:anital r-rost

undertaken jointly
provrnce.

124

Government to bear up to 7 5%
of a public housing project*
w-ith the sovernment of a

Trzno ¡f Prnio¡f .

Federal Government
Contribution:

Terms of
Acro om on f.4¡yree¡¡¡e¡rL.

Construction of housing projects or housing
accommodation of hostel or dormitory type for
sale or for rent.

Not to exceed 75% of. such capital cost, profits
and Iosses.

Responsibilities for the development of such
projects, including land acquisition, design,
etc. are shared as mutually agreed by partici-
pating governments.

Rents for accommodation are related to the
j-ncome of the tenant and any operating deficits
are sharefl hv the n¡rf i¡in¡tinõ ôCvefnmentS.v*"1u¡v¡yuL¿¡aYy\

]IÏ SECTION OF ACT: ? ( rì lt ^^^-+^-m LOanS)e e u \!v¡¡v Lçr I

Purpose of Loan: To provide a province, municipality or public
housing agency with the means to construct
or acquire and operate a public housing* project
in order to provide housing accommodation to
individuals or families of low income at rentals
that are less than the rentals required to meet
the cost of amortizing and operating the project.

Seif-contained units for family occupancy and
hostel or dormitory accommodation for individuals.

Tr¡no nf P rnì o¡f .

*Public Housing Project - a project together with the land upon which it is
situated, consisting of a housing project or housing accommodation of the
hostel or dormitory type, undertaken to provide decent, safe and sanitary
housing accommodation and intended to be leased to individuals or families
of low income 

"
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Loan Amount: Up to 90% of total cost suhìent tn tho mavi¡¡s¡¡
amounts:

Term of Loan:

Interest Rate:

Houses $ 18, 000 per unit
Apartments $ 12,000 per unit
Hostel $ 7, 000 per unit

| ¡ñ 1^ \¡t \7ô^rêvyLvvvJvg¿J.

Presr:rihecl hv Governor in Council .lvv\f, vf v!

Terms of Contract: Maximum ratio between rentals to be charged
and probable income of the lessees of each
family is set according to what is deemed
reasonable by the Corporation.

W SECTION OF ACT: 35 E (Contributions for Operational Losses)

Under the terms of Section 35E, the Federal Government may con-
tribute up to 50 per cent of any operating losses which may be
incurred by a province, municipality or housing aqency in the
operation of a public housingi project.
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APPENDIX H

GENER,AL CRITERIA USED IN
PUBLÏC HOUSÏNG PROiECTS

SITE SURVEYS FOR
FOR THE ELDERLY

1. Land suitable for residential use; preferably vacant, but partial clear-
ance possible. Area to be somewhat removed from industrial and commercial
noise, traffic, smoke, preferabiy adjacént to open space -- parks. Sites to
be dispersed throughout city as much as possible.

2. Sites not to be in conflÍct with other planned improvements; not in the
path of private development" Preferably to be adjunctive or contributory to
patterns of private development, and definitely contribute to onqoing or pro-
posed urban renewal.

3" ZonLng classification of site area preferably R4 or higher density" (R4

specifies maximum of 48 dwelling units per net acre at 900 sq. ft. land area
per dwelling unit; R4 permits a maximum of 72 ef.f.íciency units per net acre
at 600 sq" ftr. of land area per unit, but no more than 50 per cent efficiency
units allowed)

4" Optimum single-site development to be approximately 100 units maximum.
Preferably not adjacent to existing or contemplated regular publÍc housing.
Possible smaller rowhouse developments adjacent to existing projects to take
advantage of existing facilities and management"

5. Desirable to locate in medium-density communities (see Item 3 above) so
as to provide opportunity for contacts with variety of age groups, participation
in community life, yet provide possibilíties for separation of age-oriented
activities.

6 . Sites preferably to adjoin a park,
and provided with adequate community
churches, etc " ) . In general proximity,
recreation areas.

convenient to public transportation
facilities (shopping, medical services,
but not adjacent to schools, or active-

7 " Facilities to be within approximately l/4 - L/2 míIe maximum walking
distance. Site not to be bounded on all sides by major traffic arteries;
preferably so located as to allow residents to go to shops or parks without
crossing major artery or being subjected to traffic hazards.

SOURCE: American Society of Pianning Officials, Planninq and an Aqinq
Population, (Chicago: American Society of Planning Officials,
196I), Report No. L4B, p. 36.
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APPEND]X I

RESEARCH FOR SENTOR CITIZEN'S HOUS]NG

NOTE: The name of the interview-ee is only to be given with his or her
consent, in the case that the final question is answered
aff irmatively.

1" How- much rent do You PaY ?

2. What does it include ? Room
Meals

weekly /ot 

- 

monthly?

3 . Do you have a private bathroom ? ves or no

If not, with how many people do you share? I, 2, 3, 4, 5 or more

4. Do you have a sink in Your room? Yes No

5. Do you have two w-ays of getting out in case of fire? Yes_ No

Telephone
!tçvLr rvrLy

years.

No

Â. lTnrn¡ inno har¡p vou Iived Ín this area ?v ô ravvv ¡vrrY

7 . T)n von w-anf fo siav in the area ? Yesvvsr¡L uv ve\^l

B. Would you consider living in housing specially built for senior citizens
if it were constructed in this area ? Yes No

9. If B is answered 'yes' :

a) Would you require an elevator? Yes No
b) Would vou share a bathroom with one or two others ?

c) Would you share cooking facilities with one or two others ?

l\ \^¡^,,1,{ .r^,, rnr¡n* nn a tr¡¡n 
^r 

m rìrô r^atm q ?vt vvvulu y-* 'Vôflt One --/ 
two Of mOfe fOOmS

e) How much would you be able to pay for the above accommodation ?

(per month) $

1 n T-ln rzarr nrocontlr¡ ronoir¡o al Oid acre seatllritv Pen sionf U. vV yvq yrçÐgr¡L¡J revu¿vv et

b) Guaranteed Income Supplement
r:) Mcci ir':are throuoh Care ServicesvI v L¡:¡veY

11" Would you like us to contact you when Senior Citizen Housing is under
construction in this area 

- 

Yes

If So: Name
Present Address
Phone

no
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